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k?ow1^®

lying principle» ami requirement» for
spcceee than the care of farm stock.
Wrong methods or neglect, in this M m
other lines of farming, will materially

Ml·

0>«.1

kffect the protlts derived.
In this climate the question of shelter
during the winter months must receive
Mow to Keep up Our Farms.
considerable attention. In tbe
1
nient of our farm animals froraι the
UAIRYIXe AS A COX8KKVATOK OF TUK original stock, while bringing them up
to a higher point of production we have
KKKTILITY OF THK SOIL.

:;ί„Γ4«ι
with
anima
mènt. ànd

importance of maintaining and
improving the fertility of our farms
cannot be ton strongly impressed upon
the mind of the tillers of the soil. Although the necessity of this is being
constantly urged upon the minds of the
iarmers of onr New England States, by
writers and speakers, and has been for
a long series of years, yet there is a large
number of farmers in every state who
are, or seem to be. unmindful of thesr
admonitions and continue in the "good
old way" of their fathers. They call it
all right if they can swap some of their
products for groceries and the necessities of life, selling a few lambs, wool
and eggs for money to pay their tax. and
it', at the end of the year they have made
"both ends meet" feel well satisfied
notwithstanding no improvement has
been made ou the farm, ami du préparation for a larger and better crop auother
year has been made. So they commence the next year just where they did
this and thus continue year after year,
the farm in the meantime really lessening in value and productiveness each
1 lie

Then, when

we

consider that the

Copyright. 1900. by

nervous

less able to endure exposure
cold and storms. How to give them
proper protection and still keep th.erVn
healthy condition is an important question. On the one hand, they
should have sufficiently warm quarters
to keep them comfortable and
the best production, and on the oth

; vinous,

thev should be given

hand

^re

aJ^P^

amount of exercise and enough fresh .ur
md sunshine so that their vitality will
While our barns should
not be lowered.
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forming

farms sufficient protein foods
upon
tad the dairy farmer, especially, m this
our

enable him to feed his oow·
we should
them in the markets. The taroony
>lrates we can tal«e In abondance on out

enough

0»

balanced ration,
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successful
the

wile»
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Then tin- door. which had been left
unbarred. was tluug open, and along
with a gre:«t rush of wind and rain the
patrol guard. live in number, sprang in.
M. Itoussliion reaoh<*d his gnu with
one hand, with the other swung a tremendous blow as he leaped against the
intruders. Mine. Koussillon blew out
the light. No cave in the depth of
earth was ever darker than that room.
The patrolmen could not see one another or know what to do. but M. Kous-

an-

ί

She was short of breath, so that her
voice palpitated with a touching plangency that shook the man's heart.
Farnsworth accepted the sword. He
could tlo nothing less. IIia duty admitted of no doubtful consideration, yet he
hesitated, feeling around iu his mind
for a phrase with which to evade the

inevitable.

"It will be safer for you at the fort,
mademoiselle. Let me take you tbfcre."

CHAPTER Xllf.

A

in the room, the unhurt ones trampling
their prostrate companions and striking wildly at each other in their blindness and confusion. At last one of them
bethought him to «· >en a dark lanterr
with which the ηίκι.1 guards were furnished. lis flame was Muttering and
gave forth a pale .h! light that dauced
weirdly on the tioos and walls.
Alice had snatchcu down one of her
rapicrs when the guards tirst entent?
They now saw her facing them vlth

BEVERLEY

and hunger, swollen streams, ratenous
wild beasts and sculp hunting savuges
No; there is 110 barrier
baille him?
that cau hinder love, lie said this over
and over to himself after his rencounter with the four Indian scouts on the
II» repe· »ed it with every
Wabash.
9 -art bent until he fell in with some
friendly red men. who took him to their
he
camp, where, to his great surprise,
It was his song
met M. Houssillon.
when again he strode off toward the

west «»n his lonely way.
He did not know that Long Hair and
his band were fust on his track, but
the knowledge could not have urged
him to greater haste. He strained every muscle to its utmost, kept every
Yonder
nerve to the highest tension.
toward the west was help for Alice.
That was all he cared for.
Hut if Long Hair wus pursuing liini
with relentless greed for the reward of-

feml by Hamilton there were friendly
footsteps still nearer behind him, and
one day at high noon while he was
hcndlug over a little fire broiling some
liberal cuts of venison a finger tapped

He sprang up
hint on the shoulder.
and grappled Oncle Jazon. At the same
time, standing near by. he saw Simon

Kenton, his old time Kentucky friend.

^T^en

The pungled features of one and the
fine, rugged face of the other swam as
in a mist before Beverley's eyes. Kenton was laughing quietly, his strong,
fori)) shaking to the force of

upright

.1

ι ni ir ni

iiriiix

rlimjuil

his

leijs.

ami il.r lieutenant. thus

unexpectedly

tangled. I t-li to I lie tluor. breaking. but
not extinguishing. tin· guard's lantern
Tin· Util** remaining
as It.· wont «town.
•ill spread ami tlamed tip brilliantly, as
it' ΐΊΓ,ΊΤ tor conflagration, sputtering
along tin· uneven boards.
"Kiil that Imp!" ericd the lieutenant
in a strarglhig voit·»· while trying to re
uain his feet. "Shoot! Bayonet!"
In his pain, rage ami haste he inadvertently set his Uand in the midst of
the blazing oil. which clung to the tlesh
witli a seething κ rip.
"Fire!
"Thunder!" In· screamed.

>

Experiments all over the countrj
crowd your heas into too smal I bave proved corn and oob moal equal U
quarters this winter, for that invite the meal from the clear curn alone.Maine Farmer
roup.

pleasure. He was in the early
prime of a vigorous life, not handsome,
but strikingly attractive by reason of a
certain glow in his face and a kindly
Wash in his deep set eyes.
"Well. well, my boy!" he exclaimed,
laying his left hand on Beverley's
shoulder, while in the other he held a
long, heavy rifle. "I'm glad to see ye.
glad to see ye!"
"Thought we was Injuns, eh?" said
his

ward. feeling at tlit* sain»· time n pair
It was Jean,
>·ί arms clasp Itis le»:·;.

Oncle Jazon. "An' ef we had 'a' been
we'd 'a' been shore o' your scalp!" The
wizened old creole cackled gleefully.
"And where are ye goin'?" demand■
ed Kenton. "Ye're makin' what lacks
•

..

I.on

lltm

for

urttno

place or othe r."
Beverley was dazed and vacant minded. Things seemed wavering ami dim.

the two men from him and
Their
passed at them without speaking.
not convince
presence and voices did
lum.
"Yer meat's a-huridn'," said Oncle
Jason, stooping to turn it on the smolHe

Fire!"
Two or three bayonets were leveled
Some one kicked Jean
upon Alice.
clean across the room, and lie lay there,
curled up in his hairy night wrap, looking like an enormous porcupine.
At this noinr n new iiprfornier came
robed thing so
upon the stage, a dark
active tliat its outlines changed elusively. giving it no recognizable feaIt
might have been Satan
tures.
himself or some terrible unknown wild

pushed

dering coals.

"Ye

must

he

us, can

life."
"Fol· my part." said Kenton. "I ara
with ye. old i»oy. in anything ye want
But now ye've got to tell me
to do.
everything. I see that ye're keepin'
He
What is it?"
something back.
glanced sldewlso slyly al Onole Jazon.
Beverley *\;;s frank lo a fault, but
somehow hi* heart tried to keep Alice
Ho hesitated; then—
all to itself
I broke my p.nolo with Governor
Hamilton." ho said. "He forced me to
I
1 fool altogether justified.
•lo if.
ti ld him ΙιρΓ iroli:ind that I should certainly leave Vinoonnes and go get a
force to capture and kill lii'ij. and I'll
do it. Simon Kenton; I'll do it!"
"I see. I sho." Kenton assented, "but
what was the row nhout? What did
he do to excite ye. to make ye fool Justified in hreakin' over yer parole in
that high Landed way? Fitz, I know
You've
ye too well to ho fooled by ye.
got somothin' in mind tlint ye don t
want to tell. Well, then, don't tell it.
Onue Jazon and I will go it blind,
won't we. Jazon?"
"Blind as two moles." said the old
man; "but, as for tiiot secret." lie added. winking both eyes at once. "1 don't
know as it's so mighty hard to guess.

It's always safe to 'magino a woman
It's mostly women thet
in the ease.
sends men a-trottin' off .'bout nothin
sort o' crazy like."
Beverley looked guilty and Oucle Jazon

MEETING IX THE WILDERNESS.

set out on his midwinter journey to Kaskaskia
with a tempest in his heart,
and it was perhaps the storm's
energy that gave him the courage to
face undaunted and undoubting what
his experience must have told him lay
in his path. What meant suffering to
him if he could but rescue Alice? And
what were life should he fall to rescue
her? The old. old song hummed in his
heart, every phrase of It distinct altove
the tumult of the storm. Could cold

?ucîi

Don

» »

•an?"

Sg

I

rm

in bandages, drooped perceptibly.
surrender to you." she presently
in French, extending the hilt of
rapier to liiui. "I had to defend
myself when attacked by your lieutenIf an officer finds it necesint there.
sary to set upon a girl with his sword,
she
may not the girl guard her life if

shaped

How to Breed Good Colts.
The fact that two horses have this
vear made a record of a mile in bettir
than two minutes will probably give au
ot a farm thus conducted.
us to the breeding of fast horses
Γ he most noticcable improvement of
tboee who think they have the
the farm and market) success of the mimais that have the proper pedigree or
farmer is as a general thing, to be found ,trains of blood to
produce speed. The
among those farmers who have selected
"Massachusetts Ploughman say8·
dairying as a leading branch of their lo not object to that as a fad for those
And that the dairy who are able to own
farm operations.
breeding mares of
cow when judiciously handled and cared
a quality and to pay high service
for, is the best and most economical fees for tfoe use of Btallions that may b»renovator of the farm admits of little
expected to transmit speed to their progdoubt, at the present time.
en ν
But there has been much mone> lost
doubts
If a candid person, entertaining
hv" farmers in the attempt to breed fast
would
it
in this respect could be fouud,
.he, neither h«i «.taW.
seem, that he would need to travel but Stock to bleed from nor knew h w to
direction
almost
in
distance
short
a
any
develop speed in a colt if they had
to tiii· 1 abundant evidence for dispelling
.rood one. The farmer who has a good
such doubts. Of course the more in- mare for his business, to work on the
more he
the
and
the
farmer,
telligent
farm or to drive to market at a fair
studies his business and methods, the
speed, ami one that is sound and of
more marked will be his success, iu the
and can find a stallion
of good temper,
way of increasing the productiveness
of the same kind to breed her to, will
it
his farm and eularging his revenue. Yet
stand a much better chance of ce tin? a
is a noteworthy fact that the ordinary
good horse to own or to sell than he
small
a
even
farmer who is conducting,
would if he had a broken down trotting
of
with
intelligence
business,
any degree
bred mare and the service of the nest
financialowu
condition
his
is improving
stallion iu the country. While unsound
ly. and Ins farm shows a corresponding limbs or wind and vicesof temper are
beother
Hence,
things
impiovement.
not always transmitted by the parent to
that
ing equal, and the fact established
the offspring, they are as often inherited
course to purbest
the
is
tanuing
dairy
us the ability to trot fast, and probablv
sue, to renew the fertility of the farm
We are not now advocatmore often.
au.I replenish the |NH-ketbook. the larger
ing either the draught horse or the
H* Ή'ΠΙ
i'iirrifll, »*U «ι κηηι uuiuw· ν·
coach horse as necessary to breeding a
will the dbjiOt (κtrrw, the sootier
v;ihkI cult, but whatever may be decided
omplished. And I rtrmly believe in upon, do not make across between two I
this, and have never hesitated to recoin
types that are radically different, as the
nirtHi, an·! urge. u|Htn tb« attention of trotter and the draught horse, and do I
of
stocking not breed from one that has faults that
tli* (armen· the importance
tl.eir larnik to their ful'e»t capacity with
the value of the parent.—
advocated
and, greatly injureand Fireside.
baw
I
Thi·
ii·»».
Farm, Field
«si
a* well, even to the extent of
prartu
ioiting the grain fe»d wholly if need be.
(kt Kid of Unprofitable Fowls.
an·! feeding that a* heavily a» consistent
Are there any "dead heads" in your
health and wellbeing of the tlock? It does not
• ith the
pay to compel four or
<"W« and limiting the <j nantit y of hay, tive
good hens to support the others of
This will
<«r forage, to the mini mua.
the unprofitable fowls. It is not advisill >w of the greatest possible amount of able to
keep a rooster for every ten hens,
»l< k Iteing kept on the farm; when a
but keep only one and confine him with
of dressK.rto»jMni lingly large amount
the proper number of hens, in a plat, so
to the
ing cau be made and returned
as to use eggs only from that tlock. and
sod.
do not feed any males not necessary to
Thi*course, a* 1 know from experience, be
kept. All the fat hens that eat their
a
and
be
money
profit
can
pursued,
share and do not lay are "dead heads"
realized ou the transaction, aside from and should not be
supported. The practhe improvement of the farm which tical
por.ltryman will keep nothing that
would neceesarity follow.
does not pay for its own support. It is
Of course to ensure satisfactory re- better to have six
good laying hens than
sults, it is understood that everything to keep twenty-five that give only a
will be
transaction
the
to
pertainiug
fourth the number of eggs that the enconducted in an intelligent aud judicious tire lot should lay.
manner.
By this course the capacity
of the farm will soon be increased to the
Corn for the Silo.
extent of doing a volume of busiuess
season was a very unprofitThe
past
of
the
time
the
sufficient to occupy
able one for the corn crop, and more
farmer aud his help, and produce a
than a majority of the correspondents
satisfactory revenue. In recommending
that it did not mature sufficiently
this course it is expected that all the report
In some secto make good ensilage.
feed be grown on the farm that can
a
the tions good growth and a fair degree of
be
grown,
supplementing
profitably
maturity were secured. The silos of
hay crop with oats cut green, Hungarian, the state, with some
exceptions, are not
in
etc., and a silo will be indispensable
as well filled as usual, in many instances
securing best results.—Otis Meader in the amount
falling much below the
New Knglaud Farmer.
quantity usually stored in them, and the
quality being much inferior. No crop
have Warm and Dry Stables.
has yet been found which is equal to
Dark stables should never be used for corn for ensilage, as far as reported to
colts. They need good light, with a uh.—Maine Bulletin of December.
window big enough to reach for it. It
helps a colt to holdup his head. The
The Poultry Industry.
doors of the stable should be wide.
It is the general opinion of the corMauy a colt has been hipped jumping
that the poultry industry is
narrow doorways.
They arc afraid of respondents
uot receiving the attention it merits,
them and hurry through.
but an increased interest in this line is
Dampness is a great enemy to colts. noted in several sections. The number
It leads to rheumatism and often to
of farmers who make a specialty of
other diseases, lîive the colts plenty of
raising is comparatively few,
suniight summer and winter. It keeps poultry
but reports from some counties indicate
them good natured and healthy. With
that quite extensive operations are being
good drainage and plenty of good bed- carried
on in this line.—Maine Bulletin
ding. an earth floor is the best for hors«
of December.
stables, but if the betiding is to b«
neglected, then planks are better.
Farm Stock.
Colts should be stabled as soon ac
The correspondent· is most section*
frosty nights come. They may run oui
a slight increase ic
in the day-time, but should be protectee of the state report
at night. The old fat>hioned plan ol the number of animals kept upon the
hardt uing colts by submitting them to farms. We believe the interest in the
cold and rain does not work well whet live stuck industry is increasing tu soin*
tried .m well bred stock. It is inponi extent. But little change in the num
ble to improve any stock in this way l>er of sheep is reported. This branch
What doe· no good is likely to w<>rl <tf farming, while considered protitabU
by many farmers seems to be m*k*t«
Parua Stock Journal.
harm
but little or no ail vane·.—Maine Bulletin of December.
ii
item
Keg ilarity is the important
Stock f odder.
stock feeding. It is a wast· of feed t«
give more than an uiwal ran digest
The average amount of stuck foddei
wanted
be
\t'«
food
k.
With .ill
mt)
bj on band, as compared with last year, ii
giv tig loo much or too little. There u M per cent. Two counties report ι
that
so single feed
pimimw only g*·* slightly im-reneed amount on Land;o!
qualities. The man «ho always feedi 1 the remaining ou η tie· but two re pur
well
a· ia hard tim·· ii
as
well in rtusb
an average below WO per rent.—Maim
the ocx who wins ia the end —New ■·«
Bulletin of December.
land Farmer

» ■

still
"I
*uid
her

<1^'^ °^^

improvement of the farm, results
corresponding iucrease in amount
and value of crops produced, we can
realize to some extent the possibilities

;«·»*§·:3><S"'3»0"i"J><SxiMi

"Alice Mil·', Koussiilon. I aiu su sor•y for this." said Captain Farnsworth.
"It is painful, terrible"—
II*· could not go on. but stood before
lier unmanned. In the feeble light liie
face was wan. and his hurt shoulder,

ONTIKUED.]

^ a very -"·««·*«
It is
care of stmk.
-egular feed and care and proper ew«tai
th»t develops the young colt or tlw
There should never be in
young steer.
the growth of any of the farm animals a her slender blade leveled, her back to
period of what some farmers call stand- the wall, her eyes sluuing dangerously.
still." Many times youDg ett>ck
in··
Mme. Koussillon had tied into the adturned to pasture in May are no
.lean had also di4iproom,
joining
well
as
not
ut heavy and surely
The ollicer, a subaltern in
When they came to the barn η the peand.
This method of caring for stock is charge of the guard, seeing Alice ami
f ill
entirely wrong. No good progress or not quickly able to make out that it
profit can be derived from a haphazard was a woman thus defying him, crosswav of caring for our animals.
ed swords with her. There was smalt
The manner in which animals are
space for action. Moreover.«the ollicer.
treated will also inlluence to quite an
being not in the least a swordsman,
extent the quantity and
and quick as a
The played awkwardly,
It has been said that
auction
rapier
ration of all rations for any animal is flash his point was down. The with
a
kiudness." The well bred, highly de- entered just below his throat
veloped auimal is especially sensitive to • lull, chucking stab, lie leaped back
harsh treatment, and cruelty or abuse if
unprofitable from a financial standpoint,
to say nothing of the humanitarian side.
--Maine Bulletin of December.
m
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n
should be given
A good system
as
and
of ventilation should be provided
much sunlight admitted as
Feeding is, of course, one of the mostt
important points in the winter care of sillon laid about him with the strength
stock and requires much thought and of a «hint. His blows sounded as if
study, both in regard to the kind and they smashed hones. Men fell heavily
mount of food to be given. There is
thumping on the floor where he rushed
often as much hindrance to the
along. Some one fired a pistol, and by
and development of young stock y
all saw him, but instantly
feeding or by feedmg wrong kindsw Its Hash tliey
the darkness closed again, ami before
lu
food as from want of food.
should contain those ■ngredients whmh they could get their bearings he was
lire necessary for the complete grow u out and gone, his great hulking form
aud development of the animal,
making its way easily over familiar
other words, the animal should be given
ground where his would !>e captors
a balanced rat ion, or one which contains
could have proceeded but slowly even
the proper proportion of Prote,n' "r
with a light to guide them.
and
carbohydrates,
flesh-producing food,
There was furious cursing among
or heat and energy producing, and at,
the patrolmen as they tumbled a'.iout
foods. If we cannot
warm, proper attention
to sanitary conditions.

!
|

nual
in a

—ίτ»»
tempera

more

By MAURICE THOMPSON

to

year.
This class of farmers, will tell you.
if asked in relation to farming as a busi"
1 here is no money in farmness, that
ing' and they are evidently correct as
far as their own experience is concerned.
There is, however, another class of
farmers, and they can be found in large
numbers throughout New England, and.
to the encouragement of the promoters
of New England agriculture, they are
speedily increasing, who realize the
necessity above mentioned, and strive to
the best of their ability to so conduct
their farm operations that the farm will
prtHluce paying crops of whatever is
cultivated, and lie le.'t in a condition to
produce better crops for years to come.
In doing this they pursue nearly an
opposite course from those tirst mention- I
ed. They select some crop or some
variety of stock fora leading feature of
the r work, and pay special attention to
that, all other crops or stock being conselected
Thin
incidentals.
sidered
branch receives the bulk of their energy
and attention, and is counted on as furuishing the money for conducting theii
business. Whatever is selected is pushed "for all it is worth," and the product
is put upon the market, sold for cash at
the highest price, and the purchases
they are obliged to make for the family
are paid for iu cash, thus securing quite
a margin of profit over the swapping
class.
process noticed in the former
This, when added to the value of yearly improvements made upon the farm,
represents an income surely worth striving for, and one that is within the reach
of all who have an ambition to secure
it.

a

prevent

can

it?"
Kenton heartily returned the pressure of the young man's hand, while
Oncle .(azo'J looked up quizzically and
said:
"We're a tol'ble 'speotable lot to prevent: hut. then, wo might git pervcnted.
I've seed hotter men 'an us purty
consid'ble porventod lots o' times in my

ALICE οf OLD
VINCENNES
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Petition f»r

or a more

Nothing, nothing
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hungry,

(.'ookin' enough for a regiment."
Kenton shook Beverley witli rough
familiarity as if to rouse his faculties.
"What's the matter? Fltz, my lad,
don't ye know Si Kenton? It's not so
and
long since we were like brothers,
Ye've not
now ye don't speak to me.

forgotten me, Fltz!"
"Mehhy he don't like ye as well as
Oncle
ye thought ho did," drawled
Jazou. "I hev known o' fellers n-beiu'

continued:

Yineennee. an'
1 see the young man a-steppln' Into
her house about fifteen times a d iy
'fore I lef the place. Mobile she's tuck
ρ \vi" (ill· ο them KukIIsIi officers.

"Thoy's

a

pooty gal

at

Gals is slippery an' onsartin'."
■•Jazon," cried Beverley, "stop that Instantly. or I'll wring your old neck!"
Ilis anger was real, and he meant what
ho said. Ho clinched his hinds and

glowered.

"Don t «et mad at the old man," said
Kenton, plucking Beverley aside. "He's
yer friend from his heels to his old
scalped crown. Let him have his fun."
Then, lowering his voice almost to u
whisper, ho continued:
"I was in Vinoennos for two days
and nightsspyin'around. Mine, (iodore

hid me in her bouse when there was
need of it. I know how it is witty ye.
I got all the gossip alwnit ye and the
jouug lady, as well as all the information about Hamilton and his forces
1'ui goin'
that Colonel Clark wants.
to ICaskaskia, but I think it quite possible that Clark will be on his march to
Yineonnes before we got there, for

Yigo has taken him full particulars as
the fort and its garrison, and I know
that he's determined to capture tlio

to

whole til in it or die tryin'."
Beverley felt his heart swell and his
blood leap strong in his veins at these
words.
"I saw ye while I was in Yineonnes,"
Kenton added, "but I never let ye
Ye were a prisoner, and I
see me.
had no business with ye while your
pnrole held. I felt that It was best not
to tempt ye to give me aid or to let ye
have knowledge of me while I was a
spy. I left two days before ye did and
should have been at Kaskaskia by this
time if I hadn't run across Jazon, who

detained me. lie wanted to go with me,
and I waited for him to repair the
stock of his old gun. lie tinkered at It
'tween meals and showers for half a
week at the Indian village back yonder
before he got it just to suit him. Hut
I tell ye he's wo'th waitin' for any
length of time, and I was glad to let

him have his way."
Kenton, who was still a young man
in his early thirties, respected Beverley's reticence on the subject upperMme. Oodere had
most In his mind.
told the whole story with flamboyant
embellishments. Kenton had seen Alice, and. inspired with the gossip and a
surreptitious glimpse of her beauty, he

felt perfectly familiar with Beverley's
condition. He was himself a victim of
the tender passion to the extent of being an exile from his Virginia home,
which he'had left 011 account of dangerously wounding a rival. But he
was well touched with the backwoodsHe
uan's taste for joke and banter.
and Onde Jazon, therefore, knowing
1 he main feature of Beverley's predicament, enjoyed making the most of their
opjiortunity in their rude but [perfectly

generous and kindly way.
By indirection and impersonal details, as regarded his feelings toward
Alice, Beverley In due time made Ids
friends understand that bis whole ambition was centered In rescuing her.
Nor did the motive fall to enlist their
sympathy to the utmost. If all the
world loves a lover all men having the
best virile instinct will fight for a lover's cause. Both Kenton and Oncle JaThey wanted
zon were enthusiastic.
nothing better than an opportunity to
aid in rescuing any girl who had shown
But
so much patriotism and pluck.
Oncle Jazon was fond of Alice, and
Beverley's story affected him peculiar-

animal clad somewhat to resemble a
so far as the startled boards could
It clawed right and left,
make out.
mistaken jes* thet way."
hurled one of them against the wall,
Beverley got his wits together as best
dashed another through the door into
he could, taking in the situation by
Mme. Roussillon's room, when· the
on her account.
of such degrees as seemed at the time un- ly
good woman was wailing at the top
one question I'm a-goin' to
"They's
mere
were
which
really
a
duly slow, but
her voice, and felled a third with
to ye. young man," he said after he
put
momentary falterlngs.
stroke like that of a bear's paw.
had heard everything and they had
"Why, Kenton! Jazon!" he presently
Consternation was at high tide when
talked It all over, "an' I want ye to anblending
cordial
a
gladness
hii
exclaimed,
with
Parus worth, who always slept
swer it straight as a bullet f'om yer
witli his surprise. "How did you get
ear open, reached Roussi Hon place and
gun."
from?"
come
did
Where
here?
you
quickly quieted things, lie was trou"Of course, Jazon. Go ahead." said
lie looked from one to the other back
bled beyond expression when he found
"I shall be glad to answer."
Beverley.
smile
a
wondering
for and forth, with
out the true state of the alTalr.
with the

tnan.

breaking over his bronzed and determined face.
"We've been hot ou yer trail for thir"Boussillun
ty hours," said Kenton.
what
put us on it back yonder. But

nothing that he could do but
there
arrest Alice and take her to Hamilton.
It made his heart sink. He would have
thought little of ordering a tile of soldiers to shoot a man under the same
conditions, but to subject her agaiu to
the governor's stern cruelty—how could
he do it? This time then· would be no
was

are ye up to? Where are yegoln'7"
"I'm going to Clark at Kasknskia

ho|H· for her.

Alice sI<hh1 U-fore hiiu Hushed, disheveled. defiant, sword in hand. beauThe
tiful and terrible as an angel.
black Heure, man or devil, had disappeared as strangely as it had come.
The sublieutenant was having his

slight wound bandaged.

Men wen· ragand < ursing under tlielr breath,
rub' imi tN'ir bruta^l heads ami limbs.

Ing

f%

ΥθΙΙΓ Cows

my

May B.
Made to Breed

Cow· that fui
to h reed. eape

AOortloS! I
*

i!"

to

lie waved his
bring him yonder."
iiund eastward. "I am going to take
Vinceunes and kill Hamilton."
"Well, yere takin' a mighty queer
to
lOurw, my boy. if ye ever expect
Ye're already twenty
find Kaskaskia

t

miles too far south."
"t'arryln' his gnu 011 the m me shoulder all the time," said Oncle Jazou.
"has made Ίω kind ο' swim; in a curve
like. 'Taln't good luck nohow to carry
When
yer gun on yer lef * boulder.
ye do it nieks ye take a longer step
with yer right foot than ye do with
yer 1er, an* ye can't walk a straight
line to save yer liver. Ventrebleu! La
l>iok at that
venu I son brute en«*ore!

Houd Karat An I (lasted meat bnrnin' ag'ln!"
It thorough!)
11 »ept to Brwdlt* P»*d»r.
He Jumped back to the flrv to turn
disinfect·, kill· all irrnii, and makes ami
the scorching cuts.
arc
cow*
where
irref
effective
breed. Alau
Beverley wrung Kenton's hand and
alar In coming In huud and where thej 'l
looked Into his eyes as a man does
do not rIran. Doet >* ran* straining.
of West Roylston when an old friend comes suddenly out
William K. Parke
"One ut my cow* was re of the
Ma*»., mji:
past. «0 to say. and brings the
treat
pMtedijr bred Ineffectually After
mid comfort of α strong, true
[ fresh»»·**
n»ent with Hood Farm Antiseptic Breeding
"
soul to brace hiiu in his hour of greatPowder the tint «enrlce waa succeaaful
est n««ed.
"Of ail mer in the world. Simon KenBut
ion. you wcr«> the le:ist expected.
how glad I am. lion thankful! Now I
■

I

Hood Farm

Antiseptic Breeding Powder jj

With mil directions, ia sold for fl.OO. Cat 'I know I shall succeed. We are going tc
For «ale by F. A
Vioceuues, Kenton, are we
fi'ur tliue· larger, tSM).
We shall, shan't we. Juzonl
Hhcbtl*rr A Co., South Paria, Me.
not?

•jcapture
I

But his mind was far away
gold haired maiden in Hamilton's prisIle acarcely knew what he was
on.

saying.

"Air ye expectin' to marry Alice
Roussi 11011?"
Beverley start··»! as if a blow had
Oncle Jaxon's
been aimed at hiin.
question Indcd was s blow as unex
pected a· it was din-ct an<l |>owcrful.
**I know It's pool y p'lnted." the old

add·*] after a short |»au«e, "an' ye
may think tbet I ain't got no basin··*»
That letMle *al's
nskin' If. but I have
man

Skin
Itching
and

night—
Dutn·*- by day
That's the complaint of thoae who
be afflicted
are no unfortunate μ Ιο
outwith Ecirma or S:«lt Kheum—and
applicatioiiS
#
They can't.
ward

do

not

care.

The aotirre of the trouble is in th«
blood make that pure and this Matburning, itching skin disease will
—

ing,

disappear.

taken with an ItcMng on my
rteafole. J
arms which pr<m I very dis.,
a
concluded it f ι* ν .«It rheum and bought
two day:
In
of
Hood's
S.trsaperilla.
bottle
and II
after I bepan takhc it I f- lt hotter
cured. Hav<
was not Ιοιικ ·»»·'■ ire I was
Mas
since."
disuse
never had any skin
Ida K. Ward, Cote Point, Md.
**I

was

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

rid the blood of all
all eruption*.

impurities and can 1

pet ο' mine, an' I'm n-iookin' after
lier an' expectin' to see thet she's not
bothered l»y nobody who's not goin' to
do right by Ivor. Marry in' Is a mighty
good thing, but"—
Kenton had been peeping under the
low hanging scrub oak boughs while
Oncle Jazon was speaking these last
a

words, and now he suddenly Interrupted:
"The deuce! I-ook yonder!" he growl-

ed out in startling tone. "Injuns!"
It was a sharp snap of the conversation's thread, and at the same time our
three friends realized that they had
been careless in not keeping a better
lookout. They let fall the meat they
had not yet finished eating and seized

their guns.
Five or six dark forms were moving
toward them across a little point of the
prairie that cut into the wood a quarter
of a mile distant.
"Yauder's more of em," said Oncle
Jazon, as if not in the least concerned,
wagging his head in an opposite direction, from which another squad was
approaching.
That he duly appreciated the situation appeared only in the celerity with

■vhich he acted.
Kenton at once assumed command,
and his companions felt his perfect titThere was no doubt from the
uess.
first as to what the Indians meant, but
even if there ltad Imh*u it would liuve
soon vanished, for in less than three

minutes
twenty-one savages were
swiftly and silently forming a circle incloshig the s|M>t where the three white
men. who had covered themselves as
best they could with trees, waited in

grim steadiness for the worst.
Quite beyond gunshot raiiKe. but near
enough for Oncle Jazon to recognize
Long Hair as their leader, the Indians
halted and Ικ-gan making signs to one
another all round the line. Evidently
they dreaded to test the marksmanship
of such ritlemeu as they knew most
border men to l>e. Indeed I.oug Hair
had personal knowledge of what might
certainly l»e expected from both Kenton and Oncle Jazon. They were terrible when out for tight. The red warriors from (Jeorgia to the great lakes

had heard of them; their names smacked of tragedy. Nor was Beverley without fame among I.oug Hair's followers,
who had listened to the story of his
fighting qualities brought to Vim-cnnes
by the two survivors of the scouting
him.
party so cleverly defeated by
"The liver colored cowards." said
Kenton, "are afeared of us in a shootin' match. They know that a lot of

Both Kenton and Jazon understood
every word and knew the significance
of such α command from the leader. It
naturally came into Kenton's mind
that Hamilton had been informed of
his visit to Vinceunes and had offered
a reward for his capture. This being
true, death as a spy would be the certain result if he were taken back, lie
might as well die now. As for BeverJie thought only of Alice yonder as
he had left her a prisoner in Hamilton's hands. Oncle Jazon, if he thought
at all, probably considered nothing but
present escaite, though he prayed ;>udibly to the Blessed Virgin even while he
lay helpless upon the ground pinned
down by the weight of an enormous
Indian. Ile could not move any part of
himself save his lips. and these mechanically put forth the wheezing sup-

ley,

puration.
Beverley and Kenton, being young

and

powerful,

were

uot »o

easily

ma*·

tercd. For awhile indeed they a|»pe.iied to be more than boldlntt their
own. They time and time again scattered tlw entire crowd by the rioiewv

of their muscular efforts, nnd after it
had finally closed in upoii thetn in a
solid lxsly they swayed and swuug It
back and forth and round aud round
until the writhing, savage mas* UjokiM
ϋβ if caught in the vortex of a whirlwin·!. Itut each tremendous exertion
could not last long. Kight to on·· mud·
loo tirent a difference between the contending parties, nnd the only |wr»*lble
conclusion of the struggle *mhi came
Seized upon by desperate. climrlnt;.
woltlikc assailants, the white men fell
their arms, legs aud bodies weighted
down aud their strength fast going.
Kenton fell next after Uncle Jazon
and was soon tightly bound with rawhide thongs. He lay on his back punt·
iug and utterly exhausted, while Bev-

erley still kept up the unequal light.
Long Hair sprang in at the last moment to make doubly certain the securing of Ids most important captive. He
tiling his long and powerful arms

around Beverley from behind aud
made a great effort to throw him upon
the ground. The young man, feeling
this fresh and vigorous clasp, turned
himself about to put forth one more
mighty spurt of power. He lifted the
stalwart Indian bodily and dashed him
headlong against the buttressed root of
a tree half a rod distant, breaking the
smaller bone of his left forearm aud
well nigh knocklne him senseless.

It win soon :ij parent tliat the Indian·
to cili'lirate their ► .uccssfnl
enterirls" with a f";i' t. Tiry iv iked
a large amount of buffalo steak. Then,
each with his hands fnil of the savory
meat, thev began to d.in<-e around the
tires, d roui UK meantime an atrociously
repellent chant.
Before this was ended a rain began
to fall, and It rapidly tiik-kcucd from a
desultory shower to a roaring down·
jMnir that effectually quenched not only
the tires around wldeh the savages
were dancing. but the cuth.'.sinsm of
the dancers as well. I turing the rest
of the afternoon and all night long the
fall was incessant, accompanied by a
cold, panting, walling southwest wind.
Beverley lay 011 the ground fait» up
ward, the rawhide string* torturing lib
limbs. tl:e chili of cold ν atcr searching
||ι· could si·!· nothing hut
his iMincs.
the dim. strange canopy of flying rain
against which the bar·* lioughs of tin-

pUiftos'<1

scrub oaks w»-r·· vaguely outlined; he
could bear nothing hut the cry of the
wind and the swash of the water whicb
fell upon hint and ran under him. hub
li I in.' and gurgling as if fiendishly ex
Oltant.
Tlie night dragged on through Its ter
rllile length, dealing ont Ifi Ind»**cr1ba
hie horror*, and at last niortilng ar·
riviil, with a stingy and uncertain Ift
of light slowly In* r. s'n·; unti' »!i#
tree· appeared forlornly graj
and bronn against rlonds now break-

dripping

ing ln*« lua·»·;»"» that gave but little
rain.
Ther·· »ι« gn-.tr »»tir among the Iniiair stalled about scrodians.
tinizii-g the ground. Beverley saw him
come near time and again with a hideous.
inquiring scowl on his face.
C runts a ι m I laconic exclamations passed from mouth to mouth, and presently the import of it all could not lie mis-

taken. Kenton and Jazon were gone
hud escaped during tlie night and the
ruin had completely obliterated their
tracks.
Tlie Indians were furious. Long Iiair
sent out picked parties of his liest
with orders to scour the country in all directions, keeping with him-

scouts

self a few of the older warriors. Beverley was fed what lie would eat of
venison, and Long Iiair made him ιιη-

'em would have to die it they should
undertake an open light with us. It's
some sort of a sneakiu' game they are
studyin' about just now.''
"I'm a-gittin* uios' too ole to shoot
wo'th a cent," said Oncle Jazon. "but
I'd give half o' my scalp ef thet Long
Hair would come cloet enough fo" me
to git a bead onto his lef eye. It's toP-

plain thet we're gone μο-ΙΙη' tii
time, I'm thinkin*. Still it'd be mighty
satisfy in' if 1 could plug out a lei eye
or two 'fore I go."
Beverley was silent. The words of
.in
his companions were heard by h
Nothing Interested him
not noticed.
save the thought of escaping ami making his way to Clark. To fail me nit in
more than death, of which he
ble

finitely

had as small fear as most br.ve men,
and to succeed meant everything that
So ill the uuliuii.ed
life could offer.
selfishness of love he <11(1 not take his
companions into account.
The three stood In a close set clump
of four or live scrub oaks at the high
est point of a thinly wooded knoll that
sloped down in all directions 10 the
Their view was wide, but in
prairie.
places obstructed by the trees.

"Men," said Kenton after a thoughtful and watchful silence, "the thing
looks kind o' squally for us. I don't
see much of a chance to get out of this
alive, but we've got to try."
lie showed by the density of his
voice and a certain gray film in his
face that he felt the awful gravity of
the situation, but he was calm, and not
muscle

a

quivered.

"They's Jes" two chances for us."

.said Oncle J a/.on, "un' them s as sum
We've pit to stun*
as a broom straw.
here an' light it out or wait till night
an' sneak through ntween 'era an' run
for It."

don't see any hope o" sneakin'
through the line," observed Kenton.
"It's not goin'.to iw dark toniglit."
"Wa-a-l," Uncle Jazon drawled nonchalantly while he took in a quid of to"I

bacco. "I've been Into tighter squeezes
'an this many a time, an' I got out
too."
"Likely enough," said Kenton, still
reflecting while his eyes roamed

around the circle of savages.
"I tit the skunks in Ferginny "fore
ve's thought of. Si Kenton, an' down
in Car'ilna ill them hills. If ye think
I'm a-goiu' to l>e scalped where I bey
ain't no scalp 'ithout try lu' a few
dodges, yer a dad dasteder fool 'an I
used to think ye was, an' tliet's makin'

big compliment to ye."
"Well, we don't have to argy this
question. Om.'le JazoD. They're a-gitwe've
tin' ready to run in upon us. and
are ye
got to tight. I say, Beverley,
ready for fast shootin'V Have ye gt.i
a-plenty o' bullets?"
"Yes; Itousslllon gave me a hundred.
IJo you think"—
lie was interrupted by η yell that
mouth
ieuped from savage mouth to
a

all round the circle, ami then the
charge Itérai).
"Steady, now!" growled Kenton.
till
"I^et's not lie in a hurry. Walt
come nitch enough to bit 'em be

they

fori· we *h«n»t."
The time was short, for the Indi.in*
«il
came on at almost rare hors·· s|m
oncle Jazoii tired flrst, the long, keen
crack of hi·» small l*»re rifle splittlni:
the sir with a suicm»<»tlon of virions
warrior wb«v
energy. and a lithe young
was outstripping nil his fellow* leaped

lil»sh and fell paralysed.
"Can't «hoot wo'tli a «-ent." mut
lered the old iu*n. deftly iNginnitu hi
luit I je·'
reload his gun the while.
hap|<eiied to hit that buck He'U never
git ni y si-alp, tbet's ««rtiti ami sure."
Beverley and Kenton each likewise
Indian, but the «bot» did
droppet.
I/ouk Hair
uot even cheek the rush.

had plant>e«l to capture his prey, not
to
kill It. Kvery su ν a ce had his order*
take the white men alive. Hamilton's
larger reward λίΝΊκΙοΙ on this.
their
Kiicht on they came. a* fast as
niiulile kic* could carry tlieni. yelling
like «lemons, and they reached the
men could
grove la-fore the three white
Then every warreload their guns.
la·rior took cover In-hind a trmi and
bole tn
gan scrambling foWvard from
Ia>le, thus approacning rapidly without
much exposure.
A struggle ensued which for desperate energy has probably never lieen
surpassed. Like three lions at bay
the white men met the shock, and lion

lU rtrlcy iluxlud him hcndlotnj ai/tiiiml
the rout h] a tree.

leaped, hiyh
paralyzed.

.4 yuuntj uarrior

and tell

It was a line exhibition of manly
strength, but there could be nothing
gained by it. Λ blow on the back of
bis lieiul the next instant stretched
Beverley face downward and uihoiiscious on the ground. The savane» tu n

nia nihil

η

torture

entertainment

as

compensation for their exertions and!
<-d him over and looked satisfied when the
unexpected loss of their own prisdead.
was
not
he
They
that
they found
oners, for it had been agreed that Bev·
than
can*
even
greater
bound him with
erley belonged exclusively to Ix>ng
they had shown in securing the others, Hair, who objected to anything which
while Long Hair stood by stolidly lookmight deprive him of the great reward
ing on. meantime supporting his broken offered by Hamilton for the prisoner
forearm in his baud.
if brought to him alive.
"I'gh. dog!" he grunted and gave
In the end it was agreed that BeverThen
side.
in
the
kick
a
Beverley
ley should be tfiade to run the gautlet,
uncle
stare
upon
turning a fiendish
provided that no deadly weapons were
Jazon, lie proceeded to «lel I ver against used
upon him during the ordeul.
his old. dry.ribs three or four like conwith
resounding effect.
Little old greasy woman!"
he snarled. "Make good tire for warKenton also rerior to dance by!"
ceived his full share of the kicks ami
verbal abuse, after which Long Hair
Then
gave orders for tires to be built.
he looked to his hurt arm and had the
bone set and bandaged, never so much

tributions

[TO

"Polecat!

as

wincing the while.

Proverbs

BK

CONTINU UKJ

j

SIRES AtMD SONS.

Weill

Mayer
Former Uurgomi
known for his striking performance oil
Christ in (Lie i'assion ι >1θφ, died recently I
Senator Morgan delights in allileral
tloii. la .Us recent speech on Cuiu^J
ster

be -poke of "the songs of ttifl
sugar sirens."
Congressmen Ollle James of Mario»
and David iiighbutigh Smith of ilodga
ville are railed the David uud Goliath
of the Kuiitucky delegation in congru*

reciprocity

the butter won't Captain W. G. Wat kins of Clinton
Mo., has in his possession his own
come
put a penny in the death warrant, issued and signed by
churn,'1 is an old time dairy Clliti-d Slates ollicers during the civil
war.
proverb. It often seems to Alfred Tennysou Dickens, eldest au»
work though no one lias ever riving wiii of Charles Dlckena. hue
strungly protested against published retold why.
|N>rts of Ins lather* ill ft*-iing against
When mothers are worried Thackeray.
"Mysterious Itilly" Smith, who ac
because the children do not
"

When

gain strength
say give them

and flesh we
Scott's Emul-

sion.
It is like the |>enny in the
milk because it works and
because there is something
astonishing about it.
Scott's Emulsion is simply
a milk of pure cod liver oil

hypophosphites
e>|>ecially prepared for dclicatc
with

some

stomachs.
Children take to it naturally
because they like the taste
and the remedy takes ju^t as
naturally to the children because

it i>

>o

perfectly adapted

their wants.
For all weak and pale and
thin children Scott's Emulsion
is the most satisfactory treat-

to

ment

We will send you
the penny, /. c., a
sample free.
B« «ur* that thia picture ill
tlx li>rn> of a Label i» va lh«
ai
wrapper
»ιοβ

Emu)

you

every bottle

buy.

«I

like they fought In the midst of seven
teen stalwart and determined savages

SCOTT & BOWNE,
Chemists,
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y,

Long
the tonirue of his tribe.

jDC.ud#!.oo; alldniggiaU

"Don't kill them. Take them alive
Throw them down and hold them." wai
Ilair's, order, loudly shouted it

dorsiaud that ho would have to suffer
sonic terrible punishment on account of
tin- action of his companions.
I. itc in tin· day tin' scouts stragg;ed
hack with the report that no r:ck or
sign nt tin1 fugitive* had been dis<i>vorcd. and immediately a consultation
Most of the warriora, inwas held.
cluding all of the young bucks, dé-

ijuin-Ί

«mur

m-vit a I

r.'pi.ialloti

yettr* ago.
Salvation Army and
work on the New \ork
Uml KlteltetuT d·*·*
aiitouraph wlum II·*

er

ua η

prix·· light-

ha* jniu<il tits
is doing slum

Bowery
not

eiuiMiraga

is hmI to lia

r

uui<l the following reply In «*»· r»>p»e«t
a
fur his signature: "Y.miiik iu.hu ii.
worth am.. -<1. u^.
your own niitoernpb
UllH' * M oi ■ lloUllllg"
Dr ΚκιγηιηΙ. «I» il r»-*trdd «J
* >m lb.*
anmng tin· ls«l lit log aulbortl.
.at· η
aulijn-t. ·..)· I hat Arthur O. I ii
Harvard allaient. β|·*»·'*< »*·>·
m. a

pbyahal

ι- rf«

asff

nearly

tUa

ever avn
any olltrr tuau Iw Ims
Sir KrHy η W uud onrr rnlr a giraffe
kuk
fur fun. lir waa tbruwn off and
•d. I bat « 4a « bm bf waa a young

ami hr net .τ ■*· a giraffe or a
of i«r without feeling a pain
ρι.
tn tbe bend wbm lb# animal kicked
him.
I jnlle Cablll. eleven year* obi. o(
man.

lure

Waliham. M a a·., baa been appointed
church, the
aopm ι»<· autoiat at lirarr
to
iuuat artatucralb' bouae of worahip
I he lad la aaal to poaaoa
New \ork
and
r.M.-e of rnuirultlf iwntxsa
a

range.

foi
Sir Hubert Ifcaik, who baa been
of tb· left*
twenty Ave yearn president
baa
Utive ixuiK'il uf Nova Scotia and
at the age of
odloe
that
nnlxiDtl
Just
eighty one. U one of the oldest legls
I a tors In the empire, and In recogni

tlou of loug service was made a knight
bachelor at the coronation of King

Edward.

Sounded Like It.
"What is that piece you are playiagf
fa It by Wagner?"
"No; the piano ia out of tune."—
Brooklyn Times.

Itemocrat,

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Sunday at II a. M.
P. S. C. E. Sunday
Sunday School at '4
afternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening Service at 7:30
Thuralav
evening at
P. M.
Prayer Meeting
7 JO. ^Covenant Meeting the last ftt-'ay before
30
p.m. All
2
of
the
month
at
l*t
the
Sunday
nut othei wine connected are cortlally lnvlte<l.
Ualveraallai Cburcn, Kev J. H. Little. PaMor.
Prea hlng service every Sunday at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 12 M.
Preaching

Pastor.

ATWOOD

A

Editor· and
Ο

I

to ho κ

FORBES,

Proprietor·.

M. ATWoon.

Α. Κ.

FUKBM

kkms —#l JO a year If μ·M strictly to advance
< ·11ιen»We |·„'.θυ a year. Single copie· i cent».

AijVKKriHKMKNTt·
All levai advertise mentare riven three couscctlve Insertion· for $1.3»
—

per Inch In
made with

en.

length of column Special contracts
local, tmnslent an«l yearly advertl*

Jon Pkmti.noNew type, fast presse·, steam
power, experience*! workmen ami low prlce>comldne to make this department of our bual
■MM»· complete and popular.

Coining

Hvents.

Jan. 13,14 —Quarterly meeting
Association, Buoktield.
NKW

of

Oxford Baptist

ADVKKT1SKMKNTS.

January Sale.
Men'» Leather Rubbers.
County Commissioner··' Bills.
Wanted.
What Is Health?
Libel for Divorce.
A damson's Botanic Balsam.

Wanted: Better Winter Roads.
Editor Democrat:
1 wish to write in regard to breaking
the roads during the winter .season. This
matter has been more forcibly brought
of our
to my attention by the complaint
mail carrier in regard to how poorly the
road» were broken out, at least on some
heaviest
parts of his route, after the
winter.
storm we have had so far this
Mr. Stearns savs in emphatic terms that
he shall not drive his horses over such
done iu past winpoor roads as he has
his mail
ters, and that if the patrons of
route want their mail delivered the)
must make better roads.
Mr. Stearns* complaint is, to our per
sonal knowledge, a reasonable one, and
I presume
we hope it will be heeded.
the carriers on other routes know how
créant
our
to sympathize with him, and
is
gatherers as well in this matter, and it
with a desire to assist him and others
that I write this article.
Before going further I wish to compliof this mail route on
meut the

patrons

their good luck in securing so energetic
and accommodating a carrier as Mr.
Stearns has been. None of us want him
to throw up his job as he can do at am
time, and for that reason we ought to d<>
least
our best to give him good or at
fairty good loads. I put considerabhtime into working up this mail route,
and perhaps feel a greater interest on
that account.
This question of having good roads
both summer aud winter does not concern mail carriers and cream gatherers
alone, our farm population should be o!
all classes most interested iu it, for ovei
these roads, good or bad, they must draw
all the wood, lumber, farm produce, ice.
grain and all kinds of merchandise the>
buy or sell to or from market. So this
question is one of vital importance to
lue iarmer

aoove an uuin

».

Now Mr. Stearns is not the only one
who has complaiued about our poor
roads. Dur cream gatherers all tiud the
same
fault, and for their acconi
modation a* well as ours let us keep betIt has been said that the
ter roads.
heaviest tax the farmer pays is in having
We
true.
poor roads, and I think that is
all know what it means when we have to
we
which
load
go twice to haul the same
might draw at one trip if the roads were
better.
Farmers have to pay a large tax ou
their property compared with othei
classes, as their property is mostly in

so 1 think they should keep goo«i
roads and be paid a fair compensation
tor their labor upon them. The rate
paid, 10 cents per hour for a man, yoke
of oxen, or iO or 23 cents for a heavy
span of horses, was enough wheu good
help could be hired for one dollar and
board per day, but now wheu wages are
higher it is uot sufficient for the hard
labor required in shoveling and breaking
out our highways, and it is hard work to
tind men who will break roads if they
have other work on wood and lumbei
which pays better. It seems the tinull as come when a higher price must be
paid iti order to get our roads broken

sight,

Mr. Howe, our selectman, tells tui
that he does not know what he is goin^:
to do to get the roads broken this winter
xs there are so few men that he can hire
to work on them, but if the pay was better no doubt men enough could be secured.
To conclude, we all appreciate having
our mail brought to our doors, and we
ought to be willing to break our roads
sufficiently well to give our mail carrier
a fair show.
People all know this, but
v«e get slack and ueglect a plain duty at
times, and a little prompting is needed.
Κ. E. Fiklk.
North Paris, Maine.
out.

Dedication of

Orange hall.

was
Hall
East Sumner on
State Master
Thursday, the 7th inst.
obadiah Gardner was present and bore
an important
part in the dedicatory
services. The ritualistic exercises were
brief yet interesting and
impressive.
Music was furnished by a local choir for
the occasion*
Owing tu the limited time no speeches
were made except by Master Gardner
w ho spoke briefly
upou the work and
utility of the grange in Maine, llis remarks were plain and practical and were

The new

Union

formally dedicated

Grange

at

attentively iisieueu ιο.
Nearly 150 pensons were present and
the ball was well tilled. A bounteous
dinner was» served at noon free to all.
Union Grange lias existed for tweutynine yearn, and to-day is more flourishing
than ever, numbering about 125 members. The ranks are largely made up ot
the aged and middle-aged, thus ensuring
stability and earnestness.
The new ball is Λ> χ 50 feet, two stories
The latter is finished
and basement.
iuto twenty-four good stalls for the
horues. The first tloor contains kitchen,
banquet hali and corridors. The second
tloor is devoted to the main hall and
The building is
ante-rooms.
plain,
without any ostentation in finish, yet
cosy and convenient. The location is
tine, on the main street and easily accessible. The members are happy in the
possession of a grange home of their own.
Hitherto they have met either in the
Good Templars' Hall or the church ves-

try.

Mr. Josiah T. Stetson, 83 years of age,
one of the charter members, and was
present as usual. We are informed that
the other charter members still connected with the grange are John H. Kobinson, S. F. Stetson, Mrs. Martha ThompThe first
son and Mrs. Eunice Foster.
The
master was Samuel H. McKinney.
M.
Millett.
is
J.
present master
The grange was instituted on Jan. !tth,
1875, by C. II. Cobb and a Mr. Waterhouse of Poland. Its fortnightly meetings have been well sustained for the
twenty-nine years past, and at no time
has it beeu more prosperous than at
present. As "l'ode Solon" would say,
"It has come to stay.11
is

A Handsome Souvenir.

With its issue of Jan. 6 the Bethel
News puts out its extra illustrated
edition, devoted to setting forth the
beauties, advantages, and business enter-

every
M.
Y.

Lewis M. Brown and family, who have
been at the Hubbard House since Old
Brick was eluded in the fall, left the last
of the week for New York. After a fewdays there, they will go to Florida to
spend the rest of the winter.
The annual meetiug of the Baptist
parish will be held Tuesday, Jan. 19, at
2:30 p. m.
Prentiss C'ummings, after a stay of
several days, left for his home in Brookline Saturday. He expects to come here
again in about two weeks.
Leslie K. Newell is on a trip to Bostou.
No services were held at the Universalist church Sunday, as on account of
the severe storm Kev. Mr. Little decided
to reckon the day as one week of his
vacation, and notice was accordingly
given out Saturday afternoon. Services
as usual next Sunday.
The triangle wan out Saturday and
Sunday for the first time this winter,
and a good road was plowed through
the uew snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Case of New
York are at the Hubbard House for a
few days. Mr. Case has come to Paris
at this time for a little rest from business and also to complete arrangements
for building an addition to his summer
home here. These mid-winter visits of
our esteemed summer residents are becoming more frequent each year and
that's as it should be. The frozen north
is not without its attractions in wiuter.
Paris Hill hail a very narrow escape
from a serious tire Sunday morning.
Fred W. Shaw, who lives in what was
formerly the jailer's bouse, was awakened by the smell of smoke at about 2
o'clock in the morning, and upon going
to the kitchen found a blaze making good
headway around the chimney. In his
night clothes ami with bare feet, Mr.
Shaw mnde a rush for an outdoors pump
and obtained water to subdue the fiâmes
which in a few minutes more would
have been beyond control.

:oming year:

N. G.—M. S. Davie.
U. Mann.
Rec. Sec'y.—Ρ C. Fickett.
W. II I.urvey.
Financial Sec'y
Trea».—David Emmons.
Warden—E. G. Curtis
Con.—Ε. M. Emery.
L. B. Swin.
ChHU
0. G.—Ε. H. Davis.
1. G —D. P. Curtis.
R. S. N. G.—J. H.Cole.
L. 8. S. G —Samuel Ray.
R 8. V. U.—Oscar Chandler.
L. 8. V.G—.John Λ. Poster.
R 8. 8.—B. F. Dunham.
L. 8. 8.-E. L. Λ lit rich.
Trustee*—Κ. E. Tuell, E. W. Pen ley, J. Η
—

—

Joie.

installation of officers occurred Satur.Jan. 2d, by D. D. G. M.,
P. C. Fickett, assisted by E. G. Curtis,

day evening,

lirand Marshal.
We now go to our new post office for
the mail, and it is a great improvement
jver the old quarters, many considering
it the best office of its size this side ot
Portland. There are large windows in
front, and the whole office is finely finished and very conveniently arranged. The
Did mail boxes have been set across one
end of the office. There are about 1U5
of them. The remainder of the spac»
across the width of the building is occupied by the new mail boxes 160 in
number, and .'{·» handsome new patent
lock boxes. There are two windows,
»ue for delivering mail and one for
tnoney orders. This is surrounded by a
Frame of quartered oak and the whole
makes a tine appearance. The building
is heated by steam and lighted by an
acetylene gas plant. The people here
are much pleased that our postmaster.
Mr. P. C. Fickett, has had the enterprise
to make this improvement to our village. Mr. Fickett is very accommodating
his capable
to the public, and with
assistant, Miss Cora E. Young, gives
excellent satisfaction.
Mrs. Carroll Hacou is in poor health.
Stella Churchill is working for her.
Last Tuesi^iy evening a good numbei
attended the regular meeting of Onward
Rebekah
Lodge, No. 21), the special
occasion being the installation of the
new officers for the coming year by DisOxford.
trict Deputy President, Minnie F. Frost,
A public installation of the officers of
and Grand Marshal, Jane II. Gibson,
the T. A. Roberts Post, G. A. R., was
both of Bethel, assisted by the grand
beld Saturday at Robinson Hall, C. T.
officers of this lodge. The officers were
Ward well installing officer:
installed as follows:
l'ouï —U. B. Mav berry.
S. G.—Bertha *. Cole.
S. V.C.—Win Mm tin.
V. G.—Mattie E. Tuell.
JVC
\lmou Wormwood.
Rec. Sec —Emma A. Swan
C —Cyrus Chaplin.
Financial Sec.—Juilaette F.Curtis.
y Μ -Ε. Ρ Faunoe.
L Emmons.
Treas.—Kuilly
<>. of I) —C T. Ward well.
Warden—Mary McKenney.
Surg W. W. An· trews.
0. G —Cora Ε. I urvey.
A«M —I. r. Fuller.
1.G.—Ella M. Curtis
S M. —A J. Holden.
Conductor—Mary E. Rucknam.
A. S. Q.—<» Knight.
R. S. N. G.—Mildred F. Davis.
Instrumental music ami speeches folL. S. N. G.—Francena .J. Emmons.
W.
the
lowed. A supper was served by
Chapla'n—Anna C. Young.
R. S. V. G.—Ada ». Barden.
R. ('. to the post and invited guests.
L. S. V. G —Mattel E. Curtis.
The officers of the W. R. C. were inAfter the installation refreshments of
stalled in the evening. Installing officer,
coffee and fruit were served, and ;»
Miss Jennie Pierce Whitney of Auburn: cake,
pleasant eveniug was enjoyed. This
Pre·».— Bert lia M. Phillips.
lodge is in good financial condition and
S Y. I*.—Augusta Jones.
the present membership is 120. The
J V P.—Kmma Jones.
Treas—Geoi gla Cash.
district officers were entertained at the
C.—Anna Ciiabinan.
home of Mrs. J. II. Cole. They installed
Con
Angle ( hap In.
the officers in au exceptionally tine manti.—leanle I vl g.
See—Agnes Mulbolland.
ner and received many compliments.
Près» Cor.—"mtle A. Andrew.·».
Mr. Albert E. Kicker is very slow h
M isli 'kii l.ulu Stone.
gaining and it is hoped he may recover
Λ. G.—Bessie Trebllcook.
Color Bearers—Sibble Hanacom, Mary Frcet,
Mr. Leu Ralph Marston ami Mis» Mary
>»e>truile Tuwce, Lucolla Brackett.
Eleanor Swan were married Sunday
Patriot'c I natructor— Isabel Fisher.
After the installation there was a short morning, Jan. 3d, at the home of Mr.
musical aud literary entertaiument, fol- and Mrs. E. W. Emery. Mr. Marston is
employed at South Paris by the Paris
lowed by a lecture bv Miss Whitney.
The Modern Woodmen of America Manufacturing Company, and thecouphhave pone there to board.
gave an entertainment and supper at
Mr. aud Mrs. Pearl Wymau attended
Kobinson Hall Wednesday evening on
the 21st anniversary of the order. A the Maine Poultry Show at Lewiston
lecture was given by Geo. C. Webber of last Wednesday.
Charles R. Hriggs of Trap Corner has
Auburn, state lecturer. A number of
invited guests were present aud the even- taken the R. F. 1). mail route formerly
had by Frank Small.
Clarence Ε
ing was much enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Mary Harding died at Welohville Stearns still has the other route ami
satisfaction.
Dec. 3<Hh of pneumonia, aged 08 years. gives good
Regardless of the extreme cold weathMr. John Dunn's funeral was held on
Friday at the home of Mr. Morris Clark, er a large number of teams are busy
who has so kindly taken care of him dur- hauling logs and lumber into town for
ing the last years of his life. Rev. Mr. Mann's mill and the Paris Company.
Mary G. Bradbuiy has vacated her
Newport officiated. Mr. Dunn was one
of a family of eleven children, of whom store and F. A. Shurtleff of South Paris
taken
possession. It will bt
two brothers ami four sisters are now- has
living. lie was carried to Poland for thoroughly fitted up for a drug store at
quite an expense to Mr. Shurtleff.
burial.
Mrs. Sarah Gray, the aged mother Jerry H. Cole has charge of the job, aud
of Mr. Charles Gray of Welchville. diet! it will take three or four weeks to do
Saturday, Jan. 2d. The funeral was the work. A new tloor has been laid,
A
held on Tuesday attended by Hev. Mr. aud the room will be newly papered.
tirst class soda fountain will be put in
Newport.
on
the right side of the entrance.
Arthur K. Shurtleff has recently sue
West Sumner.
cessfully passed examinations and is
besides
many spectators now a
Forty couples,
registered pharmacist. It is
ball.
Messrs.
the
new
year's
enjoyed
understood that he will have charge of
M ay hew, Bisbee, Bennett and son fur- the store the
most of the time.
which was excellent.
music
nished
Freemau Cooper has returned from
all
were
and
resent
Many strangers
Cuba and is for the present stopping
seemed to have had a delightful time.
with A. E. Marshall. lie staid buta few
L. H. Maxim sold a herd of his
days in that country and says tlut the
thoroughbred Devon cattle, 18 in num- climate of Maine is
good enough for him
ber, to a man of Meredith, Ν. II. Mr. —even if «the
mercury does sometimes
Maxim, witli son and Will Crockett
drop to SO below zero.
drove them to Norway last Saturday.
A. D. Coburn and wife are boarding at
Relatives and the many friends of Mr.
Albert Ryder's.
Glover
of
Livermore
and Mrs. William
Mrs. Anna C. Youug goes the tirst of
Falls enjoyed
a visit of several days
this week for a stay of several weeks
from them last week.
with her son, Rev. C. II. Young, at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Field recently reCornish.
turned from Dixtield where they spent
The W. C. T. U. meeting held last
the holidays.
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. C. II
Win. A. Barrows Post, No. »U>, G. A.
I.ane was well attended. The special
κ„ aim uorp» jxo. «s», «. κ. t., neiu a
subject for consideration was "Sabbath
joint installation and dinner un Wednes- Observance." The last Sunday evening
day, Jan. ti. 11*04. Mrs. Nancy .J. Colby in this month there will be a union
gosof Rumford, Dept. Counselor, W. Κ. C.
pel temperance meeting at the Methodist
of Maine, installed Corps officers. Frank
Brown, Past Commander, installed offi- chapel.
At their meeting last week the Wed>
1
cers of the poet.
nl..L
—1
%r·
Mr. aud Mrs. Joseph Noyes of South
Dana as president, and Mrs. II. C. LoveParis and Mr. and Mrs. Wyraan of South
land secretary. It was vuted that violet
Woodstock were in town to attend W. R.
should be the color for the club. An exC. and G. A. K. installation.
cellent program has been arranged for
Miss A<;nes Bonney. who has been ill
the next six months, taking up princifor several weeks, is now improving,
pally the celebrated poets and famous
which is welcome news to all her friends.
authors of England during the Victorian
Capt. G. M. Small has been confined age. At present the
membership of the
to the house for a few days.
club is limited to 20.
C. H. Lane has been having a ten days'
(Jrafton.
doll contest which ended Jan. 1.
Every
Panama Biyoks of Lewiston recently ten cents1 worth of cash trade during the
visited his mother returning home last time stated entitled the purchaser to
i>ue vote for any of the twenty contestMonday.
truest Farrar is cutting and packing ants. The total number of votes cast
his next summer supply of ice. Arthur was 4,353. Hazel Bacon received 1,050.
Parker, who is working for him a few which was :104 more than any other one,
therefore is the happy possessor of the
weeks' is assisting him in that labor.
who
attends
I)r. Twaddle,
Mrs. beautiful doll.
The School Improvement League of
visited
on
her
Brooks,
Thursday and
went to Upton to visit Mrs. Lane who is this place will have a sociable at Centennial Hall Friday evening of this week,
very ill.
Miss Carrie E. Brooks is at home this Jan. 15. Admission including refreshwinter, having been called home from ments, 10 cents.
Next Thursday evening there will be a
the tiret of the winter by
Berlin, Χ. Η
the sad accident which befell her grand- leap year dance at Dunham's Hall.
The West Paris Creamery Co. will
mother.
Mrs. C. T. Parker entertained the cir- hold its annual meeting for the election
cle last Thursday. Nearly all the active L>f officers and any other necessary busimembers being present a goodly amount ness which may come before the meetof work was done.
ing next Thursday afternoon at the
The intense and continuous cold of creamery buildings at 1 o'clock.
the past weeks has drawn heavily on
Although the weather was unfavoraour wood piles.
We have reason to be ble a good number attended the regular
thankful for abundant fuel this winter meeting of West Tarie Grange last Saturand pity for the homeless wanderer.
day. About forty partook of the bountiful dinner provided by the ladies of
the grange. In the afternoon the officers
Hiram.
>f the coming year were installed by
Chicken pox prevails to some extent Vlr.
Henry D. Hammond assisted by A.
in Hiram.
E. Marshall and Mildred F. Davis. The
Mr. Charles C. Lowell lost a valuable
names of
these officers have already
cow recently from her slipping on the
been published. This was followed by
ice.
literary program. On account of the
The Knights of Pythias will soon preitormy weather this was not all that w:u*
pare to present a stirring drama at their it first
arranged, but consisted of music,
hall.
and recitations
which were
Mr. Arthur Cotton has removed from readings
received and much enjoyed. It
South Hiram to the Ihuiiel W. Pierce kindly
was decided not to discuss the
question,
house.
'Ought the grange to have an apple
Mr. Samuel W. Clemons of Gorham is
until some later
association,"
ihippers'
working at the steam mill.
ûme. The grange have in preparation
The horse-ail is prevailin^xtensively
in entertainment, which they intend to
in Hiram.
lave at Dunham's Hall in two or three
weeks. They will also bave a supper at
;he same time.
Newry.
—

—

—

—

Bethel. It is a handsomely
paper of twenty-four 11 χ 15
page», wi'h numerous half-tone cuts of
The edition
Bethel scenes aud people.
gives evideuce that it is not planned on
basis as
so sordid a strictly business
some such papers are, but is intended to
be truly and fairly representative of the
The present extremely cold weather is
town and the whole town.
Typographivery trying to aqueducts. Pipes are
cally it is equal to the best of the ex- frozen everywhere. At C. A. Baker's
cellent work turned out from the News mill the men have been
working several
office» and Editor Bowler deserves hearty
days trying to thaw them. It seems to
work.
that
of
for
.tions
piece
congratul
be a very serious matter.
Such cold weather is very unusual,
The Washington County Railway will and must cause a great deal of suffering.
become a part of the Maine Central sysMr. and Mrs. James Day are about
This ww decided at a special leaving for Vancouver, where Mr. Day
tem.
stockholders' meeting of the Maine Cen- has been employed for a year or more,
tral Friday, when it was voted to acquire only recently returning to take back his
the capital of the Washington County wife. He is much pleased with hie
road, authorizing the guarantee of not nituation, and talks of making a permaexceeding $2,250,000 of bonds.
nent home there.

prise of
printed

1

ihould break. The discussion will be
easonably safe if outeide the realm of
eligion, politics—and the eccentricities
>f Cupid.
West I*aris Lodge, I. O. O. F., No. 15,
>lected the following officers for the

w

»

The installation is

to Jan. 23d.
to the families and invited friends.
VI. Dennett of Lewiston will entertain
readings.
the company with select
Oyster supper will be served in the

poned
public

grange dining hall.
M iHs Essie Bowker attended the Idea)
Bethel
at
entertainment and dance

W. A. Gerrish is in quite poor health.
Mrs. Anna Pike has recently been to
] 'ortland to prepare for an anticipated
i mportant event.
Elmer Austin, α few days since, came
<

academy Monday.

he

Dudley

three hundred chairs and a nice chandelier. Tho dining hall is in the basement.
Miss Mary Stevens has returned to her
school at Yarmouth.
Joseph Brown, an old veteran of the
Civil War, died at his home at North
Woodstock Tuesday, Jan. 5th.
The farmers have been doing a 1>ίμ
business for the last two weeks hauling
dry wood and pulp wood to the station
Cars seem to be plenty
to be shipped.
at

present.

Miss Abbie Farnum entertained her
classmates on the evening of her birthday, Jan. 6th, with a party.
Greenwood.
that perhaps Mr. Cunhman
will be anxious to know what kind of
weather we are having since the new
year came in, he is informed that we had
zero weather every day from its birth up
to tho Gth, when it reached 14 below
zero, being tho coldest day for the
winter thus far; and we could almosi
imagine ourself transported to Nova
Zernbla or some other region almost in
sight of the north pole.
But Thursday morning fhe temperature rose to 14 above, and thus it seemed
more like being at home again.
The ice harvest it seems is not yet
ended, since Daniel Cole was here a da>
Mr.
or two ago to borrow an ice saw.
Colo informed us that his aunt, Mrs.
Emma (Cole) Judkins, was buried on tiltprevious Sunday. More details when

Thinking

learned.

Mamie Brooks visited at the Bennett
place yesterday. Her school on I'atcl
mountain is closed, and she now thinks
of going to work in Bethel.
Floyd Morgan is here from North
Norway where lie has been at work
packing apples for more than two
months. lie now talks of hiring out to
John Titus, driving a team.

The week of prayer has been observed
] jy union services of the three societies.
Monday evening, the Sunset Rebekah
Lodge held their annual installation,

Nearly one hundred Kebekahe and Odd
Fellows and their families and friends
jartook of refreshments and enjoved a

N. G.—Mae Wiley.
Susie U. K'lwanU.
V. G
Hrc See.—Ann* R. French.
Financial Sec.—Marcla A. Hantliiff*.
Trcae —Ellen M. Burbank.
W.—Clare Harvey.
Chap —Carrie K. Arm».
Con.—Alible Farwell
Ο G.—S I French
L. M Stearin·.
1 (ί
R.S.N G.—Martha Glbaon.
S
V.
G.-Ella HapKuod.
R.
L. S. V. G.—Suale Plalele l.
—

iiit-n
compound—called radium.
lue citizens win muuut'M
lujaiij
Already the girls are beginning to and thus help to make additions to the
hint in regard to what they intend to do
and
also
list
of
books
encourage
present
during this leap year, and not to blame the managers who have labored so faitheither, since tliey have not had thai fully to give this library its present high
privilege in eight years, or since 1800.
standard.

Lovell.

Noble Uran'l— Benjamin Russell, Jr.
Vice Grand—(λ Η. Barker.
H Sec'y—C. K. Chapman.
F. Sec'y—A. M. I'ottle.
Trees.—Ν. B. Presser.

C. 11. Davis has been sick but is now
better.
Ο. E. Andrews surveys the timber on
the pond during the sickness of Mr.
Davis.

Mexico.
Very cold the last eight days. Twenty below Wednesday. Wood piles and

coal bins 40 to 00 below. Hundreds arc
suffering much inconvenience from
frozen water pipes.
L. A. Beedy has taken a job to haul
birch to a recently built mill in Roxburv.
He has put two two-horse teams into the
woods.
Former residents of Mexico, Conductor G.
I).
Richards
and brakeman
Harold Harlow, several years employed
on the Rangeley Railroad, have left the
road.
A masquerade ball and a leap year
ball are the two most important events
annouueed to occur in the immediate
future.
The Mexico Baptist church has purchased and placed a bell in the bell
tower of the chapel, and for the first
time in our town history church goers
are called by its ringing.
Regal Council, Junior Order of
American Mechanics,
at its Monday
uight meeting had a banquet. Supper
and speeches kept the members together
until a late hour. This council is receiving many members at present and is
growing rapidly in numbers.
4!
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largest tax paying industry and property
in Mexico, Pointer's toothpick factor}
in Dixtield village.
It is reported that Charles B. Richards,
who came here from Cando, North
Dakota, a couple of years ago, has decided to go back to that place, and that he
will sell the George W. Huberts (Blanchard Kimball) place that he is now owner
of, to his brother Dana.
East Hebron.

The week of prayer has been observed
union services of the Methodist,
Universalist and Baptist churches..
Hon. Waldo Pettengill and family have
offered to give to the Methodist church
The conditions are
a fine pipe organ.
that the members of the church and congregation raise 8ΤόΟ, the fund to be
placed in the hands t)f the trustees, and
used for such purposes as the trustees
think best. Of this sum $200 is already
pledged, and it is hoped to pledge the
entire sum, so that the organ may be installed by June 1st.
At the annual meeting of the Dunton
Lumber Company, held Monday, the following officers were elected:
nircetorf—H. C. Duntou, It. L. Melcher, Hon.
Kilwln Ulley, Llvermore Falle, H. J. Chlsholm,
Sew York, Hon. Waldo l'cttcnirlll.

by

meeting of the directors, they
organized by the choice of Mr. Pettengill
president, and H. C Dunton, general
manager. The treasurer and general
At the

wedding reception

on

lowing presents:
M

Sofa pillow, Fred H. Bassett.
Silver desfert spoon and bonbon dish, Mr. ami
re. Ε <i. Basn'tt.
Tvro silver tablespoon». 1'eru Centre scholars.
Silver berry spoon, M. Hall ami family.
Pair of scissors, C. A. Hall.
1 dozen napkins, Mr. ami Mrs. Η. E. Knight
Couch, Mrs. Annette Oerrlsh.
Willow rocker, Edith Knight.
One-half dozen napkins, Mr. and Mrs. Albert

Two tray cloths. Mr and Mrs. C. W. Skllllngb.
Meat chopper, Mr. 8. B. Skllllngs.
Folding glues, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Knox.
Folding glass, L. W. Knight and family.
Syrup pitcher, Mr. and Mrs. <ί. Hodsdon.
I'alrof pillow shams, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Turner.
Silver oyster ladle, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Knox.
Silver t>le knife Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Knight.
Fair of towels, Mr. and Mrs. Lewie Dunn.
Pair of t wels, Mrs. Elizabeth Burgees.
Lamp mat, Mrs Cora Fletcher.
Lamp mat, Mrs. Wilson Stlllman.
Plate and bonbon dish, Mr. and Mrs. I). A.
Harrlman.
Ulaeg set, Mr. and Mrs A. B. Walker, Mrs.
Eva Walker and Mrs. Robinson.
Mirror. Clarence, Ethel, and Carroll Robinson,
ami Harold Walker.
Piece of music. Mis* Lonlse Staples.
Centre table. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs O. C. Hopkins.
Berrry dish, Wllma Kidder, WIMs llalnee
Class water ultcher. Mrs. D. W. Knlglu.
Cake plate, James Fletcher.
Water IwHtle. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Farrar.
Lamp, L C. Kidder.
Two cups and saucers.Conant family.
Rug. Mr. anil Mrs. C. R. Babb.
Book of poems, Annie Spencer.
Table cloth. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hall.
Berry set, Mr. and Mrs James Shea.
Teapot, Mr. and Mrs. P. U. Barrett.

Denmark.
a
report, which
manager submitted
showed a good business for the past
A. \V. Belcher, D. D. G. P., assisted
year. The company are making prepa- by Α. II. Jones as G. W., installed the
rations to extend their business for the officers of Mt. Pleasant Encampment,
coming year, and hope to increase it No. 14, I. O. O. F., Bridgton, Me., Monconsiderably. The cut for this winter day evening, Jan. 4th, 1904. On their
will be five or six million, and perhaps arrival home at midnight the mercury
more.
was 31 below zero.
Fire which caught about the chimney
D. D. G. M., Cook of Cornish installed
at a little past eight o'clock Tuesday tho officers of Denmark Lodge, No. 50,
morning destroyed the cottage bouse at L O. 0. F., Tuesday evening, Jan. 5th,
111 Maine Avenue, occupied by Peter in a very pleasing manner.
l'oirer. The house was one of the little
Mr. II. W. Evans by having his cellar
colony in that part of the town owned freeze has lost .all of his apples, vegetaby the Rumford Land Company, more bles, etc. A good deal of damage lias
familiarly known as the Pettengill cot- been caused by water pipes freezing in
tages. The house will be very nearly a this section.
total loss. The entire loss is reckoned
North Stoneham.
at $1000, partially covered by insurance.
The greater part of the furnishings and
We are having some very cold weather,
personal effects were taken from the the thermometer registering as low as
house without damage. They were not 21 below zero. A number of cellars have
insured. 80 cold was the morning, that frozen.
James McAlister went back to his work
although the water started from the
hydrant all right, it froze in the hose .at Waterford, but was taken lame again
before the fire was reached.
and had to come home.
The annual meeting of the Kumford
Dennis Adams went to Lovell SaturFalls Trust Company was held Tuesday. day and bought a pair of new double
The reports show a good increase of harnesses of C. K. Chapman.
Willard Barker of Bridgton visited at
deposits over last year. The trustees
elected are George D. Bisbeo, Waldo Wm. Gammon's and II. B. McKeen's
J.
Charles
Chisholin,
Pettengill, Hugh
Friday and Saturday.
I). Brown, John Houghton, James S.
Beryl McKeen is quite sick with a cold
Morse and F. M. Simpson. These are all and sore throat.
re-elccted except that Mr. Simpson is in
Alby Grover is hauling birch for Will
place of the late M. 6. Shaw. Elisha Culbert.
Pratt was unanimously re-elected treashere and There.
urer and Lewis M. Irish assistant.
Mr.
Bisbee is president and Mr. Pettengill

vice-president.

Eleven exits were

Hebron.
The academy school opened Tuesday
of this week with a large attendance.
It
is pleasant to hear the sound of the bell

again.
A large quantity

being harvested.

of very fine ice is

now

Ice will look more

July than

on some

days

An enterprising correspondent of a
Maine daily has learned, although the
committee has not yet had a meeting,
that the Republican gubernatorial convention will be held at Bangor, and that
Senator llale will preside. Also that
the convention, in spite of the "conservative" element, will declare for a
strict enforcement of the prohibitory
law. There îb, to be sure, one omission
in this forecast—he doesn't give the
name of the
nominee for governor.
Possibly that may be loft for Mr. Smith
>f Meddybemps to do through the columns of the Macliias Union.

|

|

North Paris.
Win Estes has moved in with Joe
Sllingwood and will work for him.
P. A. Crawford went to Vermont Jan.
th.
Ida Littlebale is stopping at home a
ew

days.

Frank Maybew is driving

or

Joseph Moody.

a

horse team

draw-1

Our highways are full of teams
Qg wood, pulp, bark and lumber to mar:et.
The thermometer registered from 15
α 25 degrees below
according to locality
Wednesday morning, and nearly as low

'uesday.

Johnnie Curtis out his lip and chin
rhlle sliding recently, making a bad
round.

locked, lire

escapes
uncompleted, the lire vent over
tlio stage was nailed down, thore was no
sprinkler system, the lireproof asbestos
curtain, which didn't work, burned up.
These are some of tho facts brought out
ηυ
οι me iroquois
uy
investigation
Theatre fire in Chicago, and they serve
to bring out into ghastly relief that description of the theatre given in the
opening paragraph of the press reports
of the disaster, wherein the theatre was
said to bo ''as safe as human power
could make it."
were

comfortable next
the past week.
In one place here on Monday morning
The coldest here was 13 below zero and
the mercury was down to 30 below zero,
we are not anxious for more of the kind.
the coldest weather for many years. The
About 125 attended the roception of
choree are about all that one can keep
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sturtevant on last
away from the tire to do and not got
Friday evening. A very pleasant evenchilled with the cold.
was spent.
A
handsome dining
One chap from Canada says that a cold ing
table and chairs were presented by their
came
on
one
while
were
day
snap
they
friends, Dr. Crane making the presentaworking in the woods, and the words tion in his usual happy
way. Ice cream
froze up before reaching the ears of their
and cake were served.
teams.
In a few days a thaw came, and
We still have sick ones; Mrs. llibbs is
the woods were chuck full of talk. We
better, but Mrs. LeBaron is very poorly
are looking for a similar thaw.
and has been confined to her bed by a
Many are siok with colds and coughs. recent ill turn. Mrs.
Augustus Uumpus
Eddie Lee finds Maine preferable to
is gaining slowly.
St. Louis. lie has cold weather but no
VVe are glad to report that Rev. S. D.
snow, or any steers to yoke and drive
Richardson, who is spending the winter
around.
in Portland with his son, is somewhat
Those who have gone to St. Louis to
in health.
remain until September so far are not in improved
love with the placej or the river water
Norway Lake.
they have to drink.
Miss Hodsdon,
elocutionist, from
Evelyn Partridge, who has been at
Hebron Academy, is booked to be pres- home for a vacation of three weeks,
ent at the circle fair Jan. 0, at East went back to her work in Portland FriHebron.
lay. She is stenographer and book
Gilbert E. Roberts is cutting pulp teeper for the Valvoline Oil Co., Portand.
wood for John Harper.
Howard Merrill has had no water in
Maud Partridge is at work in the
bis well to pump with his windmill, since idvertiser office.
lie had all the arrangements made, and
Mrs. Warner Kneeland and daughter
is still obliged to haul water. Others Mice are visiting her mother in Frye1 mrg.
liave to haul water still.
Last week Charles Pierce sawed ice
C. A. Stephens' family are all gone
twenty inches thick to haul for the I rom the house here at the Lake for a |
I ew mont he.
-s
:reamery.
The blacksmith has plenty of work
Mrs. Bernard Potter and little son of |
from light in the morning to late chore 1 Denmark are visiting at her father's,
:ime.
L D. Kilgore's.
Brownfield.

Knight

held their
Dec. 18th at the
town hall. There were about 75 present.
They had a programme of music and
recitations. There was a nice treat of
candy and peanuts, then the younger
ones played games, and then the party
dispersed wishing the bride and groom
many happy years. They left the folMr. and Mrs. Adna

Hall.

D. Btebee.
Tr«:aBurer— Π. C. Dunton.

ly·

..

Rumford Falls.

Clerk—George

Albert Kimball is thought to be recovering from his illness, but very slow-

Φ

Peru.

Λ.

were:

a

of the Buckfield Literary Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Shaw were also included in the festivities, as both ladies
Cake and cofire members of the club.
New Year's morning a quiet home
fee were served.
wedding occurred at the home of the
Somehow the Democrat's "Duck'sbride, when Mies Olive Wheeler and Mr.
retains his keen
Fred M. Wood were united in marriage berry" correspondent
odge the while through his change of
by Rev. Z. J. Wheeler of West Bowdoin- location. I think I recall a compliment
bam.v
lie paid me once on a time, or it might
been particularly
Those who bad
be called a pet name, as I swung for a
extra
of
the
out
the
coming
anticipating
But
I think it was a d— fool.
retort.
edition of the Bethel News were delighthow will he feel when he learns that his
ed with the issue. No pains nor expense
vacant barm has become the abode of
has been spared in making it attractive
disembodied spirits?
and everyone interested in the present
Carl Packard has left his employment
growth of our town will be much in- at
Kangeley for a time, owing to a sore
terested in this issue. Much credit is
thumb.
due our editor, E. C. Bowler.
Counting
J. F. Packard has 20 hens.
Mr. Fred L. Edwards has recently
from about Dec. 11, through the month
made an additional purchase of a tract
he has returns from Turner Center
of timber land, which contains valuable
§5.71, netting 36 cents per
timber, but it is quite probable Mr. Creamery,
barring five cents discount for
Edwards will not begin operations this dozen,
small eggs. This for such weather as
year.
December furnished seems wonderful.
Mr. Eli Stearns has disposed of his
Thursday afternoon I called on three
large lot of apples which were stored in chums. First a brother, Salathiel Tilton,
Odd Fellows' Block, excepling one car
SS years of age. He is not very robust.
load which will be shipped to go up the
W. A. Gerrish, 74 years. He is quite ill
lino as soon as the weather will permit.
now.
Wm. Irish, rising 80 years.
Another R. F. D. route has been es- just
he has long been in poor health,
tablished going to Shelburne on one side Though
he is able to be about and out.
of the Androscoggin and returning on the
V. P. DeCoster's hens won fame and
other side. Mr. Charles Valentine has
83 on the best color and heaviest eggs at
received the appointment with H. N.
the hen show at Lewiston.
Upton substitute.
Ben E. Gerrish's house took fire one
Thursdivy evening the Volunteer Ilose of the late cold evenings.
But little
Co. gave its annual entertainment fol"but what might have been."
damage,
EnIdeal
The
lowed by a social dance.
A new lot of books at the Long
tertainers came
highly recommended
not yet catalogued.
Library
for
claimed
was
that
all
and fulfilled

on

The condition of the weather has
been the chief mention of the week. It
has never been so cold about the village
as far as any .one knows, as some days
of the past week, the thermometer standing at from 20 to 40 degrees below zero.
Virgil Ilorr, Jessie A. Chapman, Bessie M. Knight, Alice C. Ileald and Bessie IIcald aie at Fryeburg Academy for
the winter term.
The officers of Kezar Valley Lodge, I.
O. O. F., were publicly installed Satur
day evening by I). D. G. M., William H.
Foster, assisted by George W. Kimball
as G. M.
A supper was served previous
to installation.
The elective officers

being crushed by

near

luspices

—

Λ
isuuiitiiii
αι
nui λ umtntliero.
Bethel Ilill, and spent New
The Library Association invites the
Year's and the following day here with public to a chicken-pie supper next
his relatives.
week. Certainly this is one of our most
Thanks are due Rev. Nathan Hunt ol worthy objects and should meet with a
of
Charleston, for a copy of The Review
large and cheerful patronage from our
Reviews for Dei-ember. It is a nionthh citizens, who for the nominal sum of
i>
and
in
New
York,
magazine, printed
fifty cents annually bave access to a
just what its name implies; numerou finely equipped library containing about
articles are treated in detail, prominent 30Ù0 volumes, made up of standard
among which is that new and mysteriour works, the best of up-to-date fiction, hiselement—if it does not prove to be a tory and books of reference. It is hoped

l/liilliuà

smithing

langerously

I reight train. The train had been stand| ng some time partially on the crossing
teams had been
< >n High Street, and
a double
] >aesing, and when Austin with
1 earn loaded with mill feed had got his
! torses over, the train backed, striking
ι he eled, spilling some of the grain and
I njuring the sled somewhat.
A fine time is reported at Ben Gerrislfe
Thursday evening—a whist party with
I ce cream and cake. The viands seem to
I >e the all important factors in all enterι tainments these latter days; even the
ι innual meeting of a church recently
vound up with an eat.
About a dozen Grangers attended the
ledication of» the new Grange Hall at
East Sumner, Thursday.
A reception was tendered to Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Irish at Nezinscor Hall, Friday evening, to bid them God speed on
Lheirjournev to Florida to spend the
winter. The reception was under the

ihort programme. Mrs. Minnie Frost as
is nearing com- Deputy President performed her work in
She was assistpletion, and the dedication will be held : very efficient mauner.
in the near future. The hall presents a id by the grand marshal and the appointMl grand officers. The following memvery line appearance, large and comhas purchased bers were installed:
modious. Mr.

Thursday evening.
Dudley's Opera House

Kraut us A. Durgin, a native of this
'«own, died on Sunday, January 3d, at hie
lome on Green Street, Stonehara, Mass.,
liter a long illness. He was 67 years of
East Bethel.
tge at the time of his death. Mr. DurIt is good winter weather when the | fin served in the Civil
War, and was a
nercury runs below zero.
nember of the Sixth Massachusetts
Carl Swan is able to ride out after a vhen that regiment made its memorable
narch through Baltimore. At the time
ong illness.
Orman Farwell is still confined to the >f his death he had resided in Stoneham
10UM.
or a long time, his early occupation
Mr. J. D. Hastings is in very feeble here
being shoemaking. Subsequently
lealtb and does not go out.
îe was a farmer and also conducted an
Bartlett
his
Percy
occupies
camp as ce business. He was a member of J.
isual, with the mercury 22° below zero. 'arker Gould Post, No. 75, G. A. R., and
Mrs. C. Bartlett and Mra. S. MayConllylee Standish Colony, U. 0. P. F. A
tell make their usual trips to Rumford ridow survives. The funeral took
place
^alla with butter, egg·, etc.
Fueeday afternoon at the family home.
ί

ι

THINGS THEATRICAL.

Buckfield.

Bethel.
Bryant's Pood.
West Parle.
Last Sunday was observed as comThe cold weather io this vicinity baa
Dear me! I wonder if there is going to
1 >een extreme. The water pipe four ι nunlon Sunday at the Congregationalist
ïhc <£*fovd
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU 1 >e another squabble? We wonder if John
Three new members were ad< ihurch.
>f Buck Held knows that John of North : 'eet under ground running to Arthur
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Berwick is a cousin of ours. However, Kicker's bouse has frozen up so as to ι nitted.
ISSUKU TUESDAYS.
On account of the severity of the
;hat does not matter as we shall not ι stop the water supply.
there was no school in the brick
Paris Mill.
reather
the
of
the
officers
of
installation
The
of
think
John
rather
We
ake sides.
and Tuesday.
1
Berwick wants to paddle his own canoe, Knights of Pythias, which was to take >uilding Monday
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JAN. 12,1904.
There was but one session of school at
Flret Baptist Cburch, Rev. H. H. BUbop,
tnd probably can do it unless the paddles jlace Saturday, Jan. 9tb, bas been post»tablhhki»

DISLOCATED HER SMOULDER.

Johanna Soderholm, of Fergus
Falls, Minn., fell and dislocated her
dioulder. She had a surgeon get it back
η place as soon as possible, but it was
juite sore and pained her very much,
tfer son mentioned that he had seen
"hamberlain's Pain Balm advertised for
iprains and soreness, and she asked him
» buy ber a bottle of it, which he did.
:t quickly relieved her and enabled her
» sleep which she had not done for
ieveral days. The son was so much
)leased with the relief it gave his moth·
>r that be has since recommended it to
nany others. For sale by Shurtleff &
ϊο., South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyés
Mrs.

)rug Store, Norway.

The Terrio murder trial at Skowhegan
rill open the first week in February.

Mrs. Brown Potter

was

suwl recently

Wedding."
le
The New Nixon theater, Pittshurg,
the Grand"
nearest approach to

Parlor Vase Lamp, Hand-

attempted. It
Opera lions»·, Paris, yet
seats 2.300.
MnnnerJohn Craijf has left Mary
he was playwhich
in
Iny's company,
character in "Juing the leading male
shelved.
dith." The play has been
Iteports

iianptmann'H
greatest success

50c.

Heiiscbel," which It somewhat

resem-

bles.

has signed conHenry W. Savage
and Henry
Ilerford
Oliver
with
tracts

early

Call

complete for his use a satiricW.-iller
the ruthcr odd
al musical fantasy with

N.

to

title "MeAdam and Kve."
^
was seen last
Drina De Wolfe, who
Miller in "The Tam
season with Henry
blossom forth as a
to
is
of Helen,"

good.

Bolster & Co.
SQuare,

Marlcot

MAINE,

PARIS,

SOUTH

BROKEN LOT SALE !

CURRENT COMMENT.
will be
The heiress of the future
a rare and radium
as
known perhaps

OUR USUAL CLEARING UP SALE
WILL COMMENCE JAN. 5ΊΉ.
HERE IS A CHANCE TO MAKE
A FEW DOLLARS GO A LONG
WAY IN KEEPING YOU WARM.

maiden.—Chicago Tribune.

conciliatory
The Russian bear 1s a
he demand*
sort of an animal. When
he is
points in a hundred

ninety-seven
to compromise
almost always willing
on ninety-live or ninety-six.—Indianapolis Journal.
the
Missionaries propose to break up
to be yoked
women
of
allowing
habit
Theli
with the oxen in Barbary states.
condition would not be improved by

$10 Overcoats .....$
$12 Overcoats
$ 4 Children's Reefers
$ 3 Children's Reefers

I

of th>
them to some of the men
states.—Washington Post.

7.25
8.50

....

Barbary
The inevitable result of the passug·1
will be to
of a national pure fond law

and
harmonize the state pure food laws
end tn
their administration and put an
scandalous
the present ridiculous and
condition. -Rochester Democrat and

$22.50^Fur

Chronicle.
ha»'
The committee on naval affairs
decided not to recommend Captain
o:
Hobson's bill for the investment
The com
$3,000.00» >.· H to in new ships.
I»
inittee has figured that it would
that migli:
country
to
any
buy
cheaper
Post.
want to fight us.—Washington

Coat

.

2.98
1.98
19.00

1 Lot Men's Rubbers 55c.
F. PLUMMER, SS&r.

J.

Square,

31 Market

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106-3.

GLEANINGS.
From 1S40 to 1S."0 but 1.530.000 Immigrants entered our country.
The rocks at Niagara falls are being

washed away at the rate of almost
three feet per year.
More than $0.000 worth of pure gold
has been taken from the sands of thf
Swift river in Oxford county. Me., dur
ing the last five or six years.
The coal from tlic (Jiamorgansnir
tield in South Wales is regarded as su
thu
perior to all other steam coal by
Its rival from
navies < t' the world.

the United States Is the Pocahontas
coal from West Virginia.
A lire which broke out In the coal
sheds iii Corham. Χ. II.. last AugusI
and has been burning ever since has
done large damage. .'It is estimate»!
that between 10.1ΜΌ mid lU.lHXJ tons ol

AT

Ponor Jose Aiuaido .Marquez, a distinguished I'eruviaii writer, is dead.
1)1·. Moucure Conway has written hi·
memoirs and will publish them before

Suits, Coats, Furs, Outing UnWaists.

derwear and
of these

one

worth looking

Come in and

over.

ly and 38 cent tables arcbefore bn)ing and get our prices.

Our

bargains.

are

see us

CO.,

L. M. LUNT &

long.

Professor James A. Harris, editor ol
the Virginia edition of I'oe, is writing :i
biography of Ccorge \Ya*Aingtou.
.Miss Marie Corelli's partiality fot
private theatricals was formerly man!
fesled in the representation of elderly
comic characters, which she preferred

Prices.

Reduced
Every

THE WRITERS.

Furnishing House!

Ladies'

coal have been consumed.

Market

Square,

We

to any others.
John is.ich McMaster. professor ol
American history at the Γ ni versify οι
Pennsylvania, is reading the proofs foi
the sixth volume of his "History of th<

People

$1.50

now

while the assortment is

Dayton
Q0

ing
Thomas'
leading woman in Augustus
"The Pug and the Parson."
E. S. Wll*
A suggestion Is made by
the
lard that in the London theaters
be promifollowing announcement shall
who fear
nently posted: "Elderly ladies
not to reto take cold are requested
move their hats."

yoking

the dollar. Former

on

prices $3 to $7,
to $3.50.

"Fuhrmann

since

Decorated Shade, at

some

that
from Berlin Indicate
"Itose Bernd" Is the

have

now

full line of

a

:

:

and

Underwear.

Muslin

The number of men employed on th·
railways of the United Kingdom, in
eluding boys, is
Prussian railway cars have ouly
about three-tenths the carrying capai
ity of those used in the United States
The number of trains arriving daii.
in Chicago is 1.138.
They are upo
twenty-three railways, carrying a·

:

:

:

^^Fleeced

TRAIN AND TRACK.

South Paris.

...

:

of the I'nited States."

ALL PRICES.

SEE OUR LINE.

HOWE,

MRS. E. A.
MARKET SQUARE,

,

SOUTH PARIS.

average of ΙΐίΟ,ΟΟΟ passengers. Of tlies·
trains oli-S are for through trallic an
8U4 for suburban business.

GRAFT.
is
York World.

Washington

in

"Craft"

m-l-l-e-a-g-e.—New

Cold Weather Clothing

callei

Craft, like appendicitis, is simply ;
name tor a very old complaint
The world has always been atllietei
with grafters.—Kansas City Journal.
new

Boston

authorities

"graft" has ceased

to

announce

be

slang.

for

Slam

^

is usually s.ipposed To possess more υ
less of a humorous signilicance. am
graft has become very serious indeed.
«ΙΓΜΙΙΜ^ΙΙΜΙ

»

men

and

fur coats in
lined

Pontiac frocks and shirts for

men

Fur

All

and boys.
gloves.

H.

grades and

B.

$Γ.ι:υ,υυο.

of

$2.25.

men
men

Sweaters

$1.50

and

to

bo)s

Biscay frequently during the autumn
and winter in calm weather a heavy
sea nets up ami rolls in on Jle coast
tweiity-foui* hours before the pile which
causes it arrives and of which it is the

kinds 25c. to

$2.25.

FOSTER,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Wave* I'iisli'p Than Wind.
Waves tra.rl faster than the wind
which causes them, and in the bay of

January Sale.

prelude.

I.nte Summon·,

Remember the clearance sale
îeen a success

for the

ruly bargain prict s.
One Lot Suite in

Clilnn.

Highland Children.
The healthiest children in the world
1 Ive in the Scotch highlands.
Few
year shoes before they are twelve
: ears old.

Plenty

25c. anil upwards. Fur caps of Alaska seal $3.50.
Mufflers 25c. to $1.50. Gloves and mittens for

By t!ie will of William W.vinan o
Baltimore tlie* Johns Hopkins univer
sity may expect ultimately to receivi
the residue of his estate, valued a

A Tiny Hole.
Λ hole one oue-tliousandth of an inch
diameter can be bored with a Jew* tier's auger.

warm.

one

calfskin, wombat,

weights, grades and colors. For
$5. For boys 50c. to $2. Caps for

Iiuli:iiKi docs not permit consumptive
to teach school.
Principal Peterson Of MeOill univer
sity will introduce a railway depart
ment in c.inu.'ilion with iiis institution

UrcMilt'ii

dogskin,

Russian

all

COLLEGE AND SCHOOL.

Dresden china is generally recognisby the neat, tiny flower hunched de·
iigus that are sprinkled over tin»pieces,
lie older forms being of medallion ef'ects. and. though several
English
va res imitate the Dresden designs and
•veil the marks, a little scrutiny will
( letect the difference.

keep

to

$13 to $23. Canvas and woolen coate
with heavy lambskin, wide ulster collar, $3 to

etc., from

$5.

111

Λ tisheruuui who- has lieen dead nud
>11 his grave for two years has l>eeu
summoned for salmon poaching at Berwick-υιι-Tweed. England.

hoys. Clothing

This store is full of the latest and hest.

tlia

Norway.

(rug Store, Norway.

BARGAINS IN LAMPS.

tli»·

"The nicest and pleasantest medicine
have used for indigestion and constitation is Chamberlain's Stomach and
Hnrd on Ilahtilt Slayer·.
jiver Tablets," says Melard F. Craig,
In the days of William the Conquérf Middlegrove, Ν. Y. "They work like
< ir it was more dangerous to kill a rahcharm and do not gripe or have any
| lit than a urtftt? A murderer could eeeffect."
For sale by Shurtleff
inpleasant
app with payment of a tine; a rabbit
b Co., South Paris; Stevens,
Oxford;
layer was put to death.
foyes Drug Store,
For a bad taste in the mouth take a
3W doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and
.iver Tablets. Price 25 cents. War·
anted to cure. For sale by Shurtleff <k
o., South Paris ; Stevens, Oxford ; Noyes

ι

in Engiatul f<»r un alleged Infringement
"Hiawutha's
>t copyright In reciting

| îeat,

goods

now

going

plain

and

Hare skirt, was $10.00 now
was

$12.50 now

at our

novelty goods, blouse jacket

«tore.

with

Tin's fia»

goods,
skirts,

very

$7.50
mixed, good kersey, three-quarter

$6.a#s

.......

One Lot Black Skirts of

at

.....

One Lot Coats ladies' black and gray

ength

on

all first-class, our regular stock
A few of the prices may interest you.
are

broadcloth,

band, was $3.00 now
$3.50
One Lot Fur neck scarfs of fine wearing fur, β tails, were 15.00 now
$3.98
0ne Lot Waists of chaehmere in all colore, embroidered front, lined, were
12.98 now
.........
$2.25
One Lot Children's Hose wool and fleece lined, regular price 25 cents

t iow

silk

.........

il

One Lot Ladies' wool vests and pants, regular 75 cent and 11.00 grade

Look

·.

over our

Remnant Counter.

i-ac.
now

50c.

The

Plenty

Oxford Democrat.

business.

of enow now

for all kinds ol

Ice cutting for the farmers

SOUTH PARIS.

day morning.

began

Mon-

NORWAY,

THE WEEK IN MAINE.
The

Most

Important

State

New«

CAUSES OF COLDS.
)ne of tlir .Most Common of Thrin la
Kiitinu Too Murli.

Rev. B. S.
econd Congregational Church,
The Invariable cause of colds comes
Preaching leervlce Sunday,
Hideout, Pas.or.
from within, not without. No one takes
M.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.; Men's
Prayer Meeting at 6:30; Social Meeting. 7.Ό0 P. cold when in a vigorous state of health,
SOUTH PAMIS ro*T OFFICX.
As a result of the Chicago horror, M.;
regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Tuesday with pure blood coursing through the
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. Lewiston's city ball is to have the tire I evening;
Y. P. S. Cf. Ε. Meeting Friday evening
ortlce Hours: 7:30 A. M. to 7.30 P. It.
Pottle Thursday afternoon at half past escapes which should have been put on at 7 :S0.
body, and there Is no good reason why
Unlversallst Church, Rev. Caroline E. Angel),
O HAND
THINK railway*
two.
one in ordinary health should have
iu the tirst place.
Pactor. Preaching service nn eunday at 10:30 any
It may «ome from insufficient
Commencing «H t. 4.1903.
A. M. Sabbath School, 12-00; V. P.C. U. meet- a cold.
Lots of weather for the past week.
died
at
15
Philbrick Gile, aged
years,
7Λ0 P. M.
LkAVK SOI'TH PARIS
ΤΚΑΙ.Ν*
exercise, breathing of foul air, want of
The January thaw isn't yet in sight, Phillips Wednesday from the effects of a ing,
Methodist ( hurch, Rev. B. F. Flckett, Pastor.
of
(ilally, SunilayP though.
bullet wound in the abdomen caused bj Preacling service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School, wholesome food, excess of food, lack
liot mr -town (ea-t)—A 36 a
li oo M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P.M.,
Suixlay only,
from some
but
Include·!;, S»:3I) Α. Μ., 4'40 P. *.
of
etc.,
a revolver.
always
the
accidental
battling,
discharge
The Epworth League lecture course
»: 00 p. M
I uraver meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting violation of the plain laws of health.
S3» P. M-, X:47 has been abandoned, owing to the poor
ttoinjr uu (wetrt)—ΙβΛ» A.
In the matter of tires Maine starts the Frt'lay evening.
Bai>tlst Church, Rev. Ε S. Cotton, Paator.
ι- X
lallv, Sumlaye lnclu<letl). Sun-lay on!v,
There can l»e uo more prolific cause
For the first seven Preaching service. 10 30 A. M.: Sabb .th School,
new year badly.
prospect for patronage.
• Λ A. M.
not less 12.Ό0 M.; Prayer Meeting Sunday evening7 P.M. of colds than highly seasoned foods as
is
loss
the
tire
of
the
year
days
the
cavaGua.
Dr. Tenney, the oculist, will be at
well as frequent eating. These give no
on a conservative estimate,
8TATKU MEETINGS.
Ht πι
ongregatlona! Church. Kev. W. t Elm House. Norway, Wednesday of this than $&Ή,7υο
for a like period.
all
records
for the digestive organs to rest
which
breaks
time
r.riM.ki·. l> I» pastor. Preaching service*, 10:4' week.
Oxford
of
Lodge,
M.
meeting
A
Regular
F. A
See his ad elsewhere.
Suu lay School 12 M.; Y
m. Ali·! 7t» p.
a.
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or and incite an increased flow of the diIt is thought that the 15-year-old sod before
I' s. C. K. at β P. M. ; Church prayer meeting or
iroon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
of the officers of Mt.
installation
full
The
Tue» lay evening at7.30o'clock.* All, notother
of Columbia perished in No. 39, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or gestive secretions. Thus larger quantiPleasant Kebekah Lodge was postponed of Edgar Allan
wit* connecte· 1, are cor<ltally Invite·!.
Council, K. AS. M., ties of nourishment are absorbed than
on the :>d inst.
During the before full moon. Oxford
Metho<ll»t Church, Rev. A. W. 1'ottle, Pastor
from Jan. 8 to Jan. 22d on account of the blizzard
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
can be properly utilized, and the result
he left a logging camp for his home No.
On Sun lav, morning prayer meeting. 930 a
day
Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
sickness.
1,
m ; preaching eervlce K> 4.*> α. μ. Sabbath Schc·
several utiles distant, and has not since full moon.
is an obstruction, commonly called a
p.
<>
15
1. a.; Kpworth League Meeting,
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
The ice at ShurtletFs dam on the been seen.
"cold," which is simply an effort of the
Evening.
venln< prayer meeting 7 P. m.; oraver meeting Little Androst
In
Odd
Tuesday
Fellows'Half,
every
oggiu is frozen solidly to
I ic~Uy evening; cla»« meeting, Vrluny evening
No. 21, meets In Οαα system to expel the useless material,
Michad
of
Encampment,
Wlldey
15-months-old
The
daughter
the top of the dam, except in one short
t;.i|.i'.*t uurvh. Rev. 11. S. Ptnkham, Paatoi
Fellows' Ha I, second and fourth Friday EvenIt is self poisoning,
died at Phillips
Wednesday ings
•tuSuu ay, orcacltlug >-ervlce In 40 a. M.; Sab
of each mouth. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge, l'roperly speaking.
space of a few feet where the overflow Mahoney
She was So. 58, ineeta on llret and third Friday of each due to an
uatli School 12 *., prater meetlug 7 00 p. m
of the organism
from
a most unusual accident.
comes through.
Tuc.-"lav
evening.
praver meeting
drowned in a wash boiler containing month.
the disIn Hathaway Ulock to regulate nud compensate for
I'ilvi'w#ll*t Church, Kev J. H I.Iule. Pu κ tor
meeting
P.—Regular
K.of
Pubthe
Paris
The annual meeting of
n
three inches of water. The child's face
Preaching service every Sun-lay at :3ο p. 7
every Thursdav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes turbance.
a:
held
will
be
service,
Association
in
m.
lic
fluid
Kwning
Library
was badly discolored by washing
Sumlny School at 3 .10 p.
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
A deficient supply of pure air to the
Ρ M.
the library rooms, Saturday evening. the water.
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
lungs is not only a strong predisposing
of
Jan. ltf, at 7:30 o'elock. Election
βΓΑΓΚί) aurruH».
P. of H.—Sorw'ay Grange meets second and
Mrs. Amanda Damon lost her life in a
cause of colds, but a prolific source of
Keiulai officers and transaction of any other
M.—Part» I.exige, No. !4.
Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
Κ. Jt A
lire at Farming ton early Tuesday morn- fourth
Pure air and
full moot
before
or
A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets in much graver conditions.
on
business.
G.
Tuea<lav
evening
legal
■■••eltng
a
as
was
llret
Damon
the
rnee
Mrs.
R.
(all
on
Evening
A.
Tuesday
employed
New G.
I. U. «>. IT.—Mount Vlca Lo-t«, regular
ing.
exerHse are necessary to prepare the
Jacob DeC'oster, formerly a resilient of domestic in a house used as a dormitory of each month.
lug», Thure-lay evening of each week.—Aurorr
W. R.C.-MeetslnNewG. A. R. Hall, Mon. system for the assimilation of nutriSouth Paris, died in Bethel Sunday even
hucampinent, tiret an<t thlr<l Momlay evening
by women students of the State Normal
evening.
•f each month.
ment. for without them there can be uo
be brought to School. The other occupants Hed from day
will
The
remains
N«.
ing.
Rctrfrkah
Lodge,
S. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
I> of R.—Mount Pleasant
The oxygen of the
of ea-l
South Paris Monday afternoon, and the the building scantily clad and were not New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and tlilpl Wed- vigorous health.
4υ, meets eeconil awl fourth Krl'iaye
nesday evenings of each month
month In <Μ·1 Kellow»' Hall.
funeral will be at the residence of his injured.
we breathe regulates the appetite
air
Parle
South
and
Council,
O U. A. M.—Norway
t.. A. R.-W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14S, mectt
s>-n. A.
E. DeC'oster, on High Street,
meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday as well as the nutriment that is built
tlr-t an I thlnl Saturday evening# of eacl
The balance in the state treasury at the No. 10,
afternoon.
evening.
Tuesday
mouth. In U. A. R. Hall
in the system.
over
last
tirst of the year shows a gain
U.O. P. h\—Elm Tree Colony, No. 19U, meets up
Klin ball Relief Corps meet!· ArWin. Κ
The safest and best way to avoid
The January supper and entertainment year. On the 1st of January the cash on second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
an I Uilr«l $*tur>lay evenings of each month,!·
Relief I orpe Hall.
of the (««Hid Cheer will be held at their hand was $0.'{?,678, the warrants drawn month
colds is to sleep in a roimi with the
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
Ρ of H. —Pari* lirauge, from Vav 1 to «>ct. 1
hall Tuesday evening, Jan. 12. A chick- and unpaid amounting to about $280,000, meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of windows wide open :ind to remain out
m· et» M-con l an>l fourth saturlsy, ilurlug t!>en sup|ier will be served at (l:.'{0, followmonth
remainder of the \ear, ineeu every Saturday, It
of doofs every day. n»» matter what
leaving a cash balance of $407,078. On each
K. G. Ε —Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryerbrnnge Hall.
ed bv an entertainment which will be January 1, I'.mk}, the amount of cash on
son ball, first and third Thursday evenings of
may lie the weather, for at least two
I. O. b.c.—Second and fourth MomUtye o·
given by talent from the "Snowball Min- hand was $438,820, the warrants drawn each month.
ea. h month.
hours, preferably with some kind of
15 cents; entertain- and
strels." Supper
a cash balΝ. B. Ol P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. IB
leaving
$41,251,
unpaid
One
mrete Meood an<l fourth Wedneeday evenlu.,..
Children under 14, 15 ance of $397,758.
ment 10 cents.
Norway plumbers and pipers have all exercise, il' uo more than walking.
jl each mouth.
business they can attend to of late. should not sit down to rest while the
the
cents.
ever*
meets
Κ of P.—Ilamlln Lo'lge, No, 31.
Two lives were lost and several people The cold
during the past week has been feet are wet or the cloiliiug damp. A
rt'iav evening at Pythian Hall.
Thursday morning the remains of Mrs. severely injured as the result of a gas something most unusual, ranging from lô person may go with the clothing wet
Modern Woodmen of America.—South I'ariwere
Tue»
of
Blackmail
Augusta
» imp. No lut»;7. meet* secon I an·! fourth
Augustus
explosion ami subsequent lire at Monta- to 25 degrees below several mornings.
through to the skin all day If he but
'λτ evening» In liolilen ί,Γοβ» Halt.
brought here ami placed iu the receiving gue Thursday. The building was the
ItJJi,
Supt. E. C. Tarr of the B. F. Spinney
Exorcise keeps up the
Hi.>al Arcanum Parris Council, No; 3"
Mrs.
Riverside
totnb
at
Cemetery.
at 7
store and residence of James and Thomas «V* Co. and KadclitTe Shoe Co. was pre- keeps moving.
met l· lir-t ami tlilr«l Mon· laJ evening»
circulation and prevents taking cold.
Blackmail was a native of Paris, her Cleary. The explosion occurred about 4
sented with a valuable gold watch and
The physiologie care of colds is the
ι», m., while James Cleary was in the chain New Year's
Judge Wilson is slowly improving maiden name being Jennie Ilill. daughtei
day by the firm's
of the late Lawsoti Mill. She is sur- basement arranging the gas machine for
fr«-ni his illness.
prevention of the occurrence. The perworkmen.
The remains the
vived by her husband.
night, lie lost his wife, as did .VetMr. and Mrs. H. E. Tufts and daughter son who dot s not carry around an overMrs. I,. M. I.lint is ;it her home iii were
accompanied by her brother. Mont- tie Piatt, a clerk, who was caught in the of Bradford, Mass., are stopping with supply of alimentation in his system
weeks*
for
a
few
stay.
Farmiugtou
rose E. Hill of Old Orchard, and othei
ruins and burned to death.
Mrs. Tufts' parents, I)r. and Mrs. Α. X. and furthermore secures a purified cirMiss Carrie Hubbard *»f Lovell is wit I relatives.
The Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game French. Mr. Tufts is rapidly recovering cula lion by strict, sanitary cleanliness,
her sister, Mrs. <icurge F. Fastiuau.
The medal contest which was to have Association held its annual meeting at from the amputation of a leg. In two thus placing himself in a positive conon Nov. 2!),
Cheer Hall Saturday Bangor
Tuesday evening. C. A. Judkins weeks after the inoperation,
dition. is immune to colds. A starving
Deputy Sheriff Porter <>f Rumford been held at liood
W. of Kineo was re-elected
less than three weeks
K.t!i> brought William Noonan over Fri- evening, under the auspices of the
president and he was up, and
man cannot take cold.
of
He
on
account
on
the
street
was
was
Comagain.
gains
postponed
Col. E. C. Farrington secretary.
day morning, to serve a term for pocket ('.'Γ. Γ..
A careful diet would exclude the use
ol
tlesh
and
until
evening
storm
the
meetthe
rapidly.
Wednesday
strength
missioner < arleton addressed
peddling. Noonan is an old offender.
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Brill Mrs f.va Merrill. Mr*, t... C. O'Brien,
a cabthanks and gratitude to the many friendi 1 Scl-nce has proven cutarrb to be a constitutions the mouey to anyone who is not satis- ; to hurry, as they had engaged
Allée I' Thayer, Mr·. W. H. KuexeD
therefore, neutre» constitutions
fied after using two-thirds of the con- man by tl.e hour."—Judge.
for their kimiuess and loving sympathy dleea.'-e. ami,Hall's Catarrh
Kusslan lea and cocoa—Ml-» Grace Thayer
manufacture·
Cure,
treatment.
*. f
Mr· Cora Howe M-s w L farrar. Mr·.
Is the onl;
tents. This is the best remedy in the
to us in our late bereavement.
by F. -I Cheney & Co Toledo, Ohio,
Greenland Whale».
Morton, Mrs. J. I King, Ml·· Grace A. Thavei I
Mus. W. M. Shaw.
corstliutlouil cure on the inarktt. It 1< takei
world for la grippe, coughs, colds, croup
Ml-s Grace Penley.
shales sometimes ««>.taln
Greenland
In doses from ten drone to a teaspoon
!
LU
internally
Miss
and
Baknks.
S.
is
T.
and
Mks.
Mr·.
and whoopiug cough
Murphy,
pleasant
tumiiilit-e on il >iir—
It acts directly ontte blood and mucou
fut
4!.1') years.
of
the
ale Murphy, Ml·· Millie Kenney.
at;·.!
It
Mrs. P. D. Hic.oins.
take.
hundre<
safe
to
tendency
prevents any
surfaces of the system. They offer one
Committee on ring—Mrs. Wirt Stanley.
H. W. Shaw.
dollars for any case It falls to cure. Send fo
of a cold to result in pneumonia. Foi I
circulars and testimonials. Address,
All gentlemen members of the Goo< I
& Co., South Paris;
Shurtleff
sale
Custom may lead a man into many
by
>
K. J. CHEN ΚΤΛ CO.. Toledo, (J
Cheer were appointed drummers t
Stevens, Oxford; Noyee Drug Store, Nor- errors, but it justifies none.—Fielding.
kinds of footwear a [, WSold by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
all
find
r
You
can
fo
to
and
contributions
patronage
solicit
•
way.
UftlTa rauillj Pk» ara U» beat.
Smiley »boe store, Norway.
the carnival.

Briefly

time this winter that the
street railway has had to haul off snow.
The

tiret

Told.

10:40 Λ.

incapability

—

as-|

>ugusta

[

—

—

—

—

—

Of the many popularity, contests goon in the country at present, The
Boston Herald bas inaugurated the most
novel and the largest proposition yet
undertaken in the newspaper world.
The Herald is going to send 100 persons absolutely free for a 10 days' lark
at tbe St. Louis World's fair next sumThe voting began Jan. 1, and is
mer.
by coupons printed daily in Tbe Herald.
The candidates are to be chosen from
Ave classes, policemen, iirenien, β. A.
R. veterans, letter carriers and salespeople. Three districts in New England,
Boston, Massachusetts outside of Boston and New England outside of Massachusetts, each are to choose 25 favorites,
five people from each class.
A unique feature of the scheme provides the sending of 25 additional persons, also free of charge, who will be
named by the 25 candidates receiving
*the highest total votes.
The Herald will send its party-on a
Insurious train of Pullman cars awkwill
pay all expenses for the grand excursion.

ing

Elisha Bradford of Golden
Ridge,
Island Falls, shot and killed himself Friday, on the 92d anniversary of his birth.
Mr. Bradford had been a peculiar man
in some of bis ideas. He was an infidel
and a disbeliever in doctors. For more
than 10 years he had lived exclusively
on milk.
The family think that lie
simply made up his mind that he had
lived long enough and decided to celebrate his birthday by ending his life.

CROUP.

The

peculiar cough which indicates
is usually well known to tbe

croup,
mothers of croupy children. No time
should be lost in the treatment of it,
and for this purpose no medicine lias
received more universal approval than
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Do not
waste valuable time in experimenting
with untried remedies, no matter how
highly they may be recommended, but
give this medicine as directed and all
symptoms of croup will quickly disapSouth
pear. For sale by Shurtleff & Co.,

Oxford;

Paris; Stevens,
Store, Norway.

Noyes Drug

l)r. George W. Foster, superintendent
of the Eastern Maioe Insane Hospital at
Hangor, died Tuesday. He had been in
that position abor., three years.

CAUTION!
This is not a gentle word—but when
t-<
you think how liable you are not

the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that has had the
sale of any medicine in the world
largest
it
•
«««λ m—
-.1
,.f

purchase

Consumption ami

Throat ami
Γ.ιιημ
troubles without losing its great popu-

larity all these years, you will be thankful we called your attention to Boschee's
man\
German Syrup. There are so
ordinary cough remedies made by druggists and others that are cheap and good
for light colds perhaps, but for severe

WHAT IS HEALTH?

BLUE ST0RE8.

Simply the normal action of all the
bodily functions. The stomach must
take care of the food, send it into tlie
blood and bone, and send waste matter
into the sewers. The liver must be active
and create bile enough to aid digestion.
The kidneys and bowels must eliminate
waste and poisonous matter. The blood
must be pure and quick, and able to
throw off disease-beeding impurities.
This harmony of the functions means Altsolute Health.
Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets will reYou can a fiord to wear one of our new WINTER SUITS at
gain and maintain this condition. Each
package contains two medicines, emcold
now than to take chances with the
to
It's
bodying the highest and newest princi- these
in
medicine.
ple
weather.
They purify the blood, restore the
waste
of
the
products
Your
digestion, dispose
too, is a subject worth considering.
of the body as Nature intended; build up
the nerve centers which are the life of
Warm
Qood Winter
the vital organs. They cure all diseases
$5 to $16.
to
$18.
$5
arising from impoverished blood, such
as anemia, dizziness, pale and sallow
Fur
skin, chilliness, boils, and humors. They
$10 to $45.
cure all diseases arising from a stagnant
condition of liver, kidneys and bowels,
ULSTERS, REEFERS, LAMB SKIN COATS, UNDERWEAR,
such as indigestion, biliousness, headache, constipation, foul breath, muddy CAPS, GLOVES, MITTENS.
skin, rheumatism and neuralgia.
Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets restore
the body ana all its functions to their
normal condition, and that is Health.
Kacli box contains 50 Tonetic Tablets
NORWAY.
for Body, Blood and Nerves, and a small SOUTH PARIS.
box of Liveroid Tablets for Liver and
Bowels. 50 cents a box or (5 boxes for
$2.50. At all druggists or The Dr.
Parker Medicine Co., 51-53 Exchange St.,
Portland, Maine, U. S. A.

COMFORT AND HEALTH
Demand Warm Clothes
In Cold Weather.

OVERCOAT,

Keeley Institute in Portland, Me.,
Munjoy Ùill, is successfully curing
drunkards and drug users.
The

on

jnnflCUy

BALKAN
Break up» Cold, Stop a Cough, ΛI lay lr.fi m
Ileal Sore
Swollen
TonMIs,
mutton, Reduce
Throat ami l'revent serious complication*, which
UM1
over
have
We
10,000
to
lead
consumption.
montais. It never falls. SoM by all druggists.
A»AMSO.\'ti BOTANIC

will

*

Many Children nre S>li-kly.
Mother (iray's Sweet Powders for Children,
used bv Mother Gray, a nurt-e In Children's
Home, New York, Itri ak up Cold- In '.*4 hour»,
cure Feverish ncee, Headache S omiichTroub'ci,
At
Teething Disorders, ami Destroy Worms.
Adall druggists, 28c. Sample malleil FRKE
Y.
Ν.
dress, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,

Coats,

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NOTICE.

Iη the District Court of the Unltcil States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
1
the partnership of
II. E. Kllingwoou ft Son,
the Individual copartners I
In Bankruptcy.
In which are lllraui K. ;
EMIngwood ami Roland !
P. Elllngirood ami they
Individually, of Me*lco, I

Bankrupts. J

To the creditors of the partnership of H. E.
ft Son, t^e Individual copartners In
1 P.
widen are Hiram E. Elllngwood and Kolan
Elllnrwood, and the creditors of each of them
lndl Idually, In the County of Oxford and die
trlct aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 9ih da ν of
•Ian. A. D. 1!Λ4. the partnership of II. E. Elllng·
wood ft Son, the Individual copartners in which
lire (llram E. Elllngwood and Ko'aud P. El Inir
wood, and they Individually, were duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first meeting of llielr
creditors will lie held at the Court House, In South
I'arle, on the loth day of Feb.. Λ. D. 1904. at 10
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the said
creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupts, and
transact such other business as may proper!
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Jau. 11, l'.nvt.
UEO. Λ. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Elllngwood

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United states for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
I η the matter of
In bankruptcy,
LINCOLN It. WELD,
of Itumford Kails, bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Lincoln H. Weld In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
of
Notice Is hereby given that on the !»th
A. D. llHU. the said Lincoln K. Weld
January,
«t..ι» miliiiH.Mitmi
iinnkriiiit. and that the
tiret meeting of Ills creditors will l»« held at the
Court Mouse, In South Paris, on the loth day of
Feb., Λ. 1». 1904, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
at which time the eald α editors may attend,
appoint a trustee, examine
ihe bankrupt ami transact such other huslnrss
as may properly come before said meeting.
South I'arltt, .Jan. 11,1904.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

j

We want men over all New Kngland to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
outfit
necessary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

day

.«on

Me.
HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn,Street.

*

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the Unite·! states for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
WARREN .1 HICKS,
of Mexico. Bmkrupt. )
To Îlie creditors of Warren J. Hicks In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Ih hereby given that on t1 e 5th day of
was
Dec., Α. D. liMXi, "the said Warien .1. Hlck->
the llrs-t
duly adjudicated bankrupt, anil that the
Court
meeting of his creditors will be held at
House, In South Parte, on the loth day of Feb.,
A. D. 1904, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wh'ch
lime the «aid creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South l'arls, Jan. 11,1004.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

^-ε-ίτΟ&θ·θ&&&&0»Οό€»0»»βΦ®β·β·»
rj^
F.

I'.artU-tt, a daughter.
lu Norway, Jan. 2, to the wife of
daughter
In Ke/ar Falls, Deo. 28,.to the
Fox, a eon.
In K«/.ar Falls, Dec. 28, to the
Weeks, a daughter.
In Mexico, Jan. I, to the wife
Clark, a son.
a

to 5 days examination of
Lake Roads
Travel for game 178 miles
Oct. ft-'.·, to ft days oil petition of E. C.
•Staples et sis, joint view
Travel 132 miles
Oct. 13-15, to 3 days at Bryant's Pond
and Greenwood, Slate Road,
petition selectmen et als
Travel 00 miles
Oct. 20-22, to 3 da)·s at Parle, adj ses-

W. F.

Durull,

wife of

Bert

* lft ini
14 24
lft oo
in 58
9 00
4 80

proved

so

stopped
They
cents

the

Married.
In Norway, Jan. 8, by llev. B. F. Flckett, Mr.
John G. Wcntworth and Mrs. Fllen F. C'uitls,
both of I'arU.
In Waterford, Dec. 30, by Rev. Τ S. Perrj
Mr. Wlilard Williams Abbott and Miss Flora
Gertrude Hamlin, both of Waterfo-d.
In l.ewtston, Jhu. 1, by Rev. Walter C. StowMr. F. S. Downs oi'Rumford Falls and Miss

art,

Edith Rowe of Lcwlston
In Norway, Jan. 3, by Rev. B. F. Flckct', Mr.
Wm. A. Wcntworth and Mise Maud D. Beau
bean, both of Norway.
In South I'ails, Jan. 2, by Rev. H.S. rinkham
Mr. Arthur Elroy Dean of Paris and Miss Estella
May Austin of Buckllelil.
In West Paris. Jan. 3, by Rev. D. F. Nelson
Mr. Leo Ralph Marston and ft}tss Mary Eleanor
Swan, both of I'aiis.
In West Sumner, Dec.31, by Rev. IL H. Bishop,
Mr. Chester C. Andrews and Miss Lena F. Mayhew, both of Sumner.
In West Sumner, Dec 31, by Rev. H. H. Blsh
Edmund Eugene Cole of Milton and
op, Mr.
Miss Edith May Andrews of Sumner.
Rev. Z. J. Wheeler, Mr
In Bethel, Jan. 1,
of
Fred M. Wood and Miss Olive Wheeler, both

by

Bethel.
In Rumford Center, Dec. 25, by Rev. II. C.
Ida
Munson, Mr. George II. Duran and Miss
Jodrle.
nipri.

In Bi thel, Jau. lu, Jar.ol> DeCoster, formerly
ut South Paris.
of
In Augusta, -'an.3, Mrs. >)enntc ΙΠΙ1, wife
Illackman, formerly of Pails, aged 43

Augustus
years.
In Waterford, Dec. 27, Nora, daughter of C. B.
and Augusta Learned, aged 18 y earn.
) Mi
Id WelchTllle, Jan. 2, Mrs. 8. L. Gray, age
years.
In Welchvllle, Jan. 1, Mrs. ( harles Harding,
aged tin years.
In Milton I'lantatlon, -Ian. 5, Joseph Brown,
aged M years, 5 mouths.
In Albany, Jan. 1, Mrs. Mellta \V. I'lngree,
aged 79 years.

AT THE

12 00
4 84
9(10
3 36
9 00
2 Ml
'J 00
7 20
3 00
1 20
8 INI
3 20
9 INI
ft 80
15 INI
8

Λ

·-"■»·

South Parle, Dec. term, 1903.

COUNTY OK OXFORD
To EDWARD P. FAUNCE. Dr.
JudiTo the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
1903.
In and
cial Coui t, next to be holden at I'arls
Tuesfor the County of Oxford, on the second
:
Hurt
1>.
day of March, A.
Edna E. McCauley of
Respectfully represents
of
• >xfor<l,ln the C< unty of Oxford and State
James
.Maine that die was lawfully married to
In the
Manches
at
er,
her
husband,
I). McCauley
day of
State of New Hampshire, on the
A. D. 1892.
May,
wife
ami
husband
as
That they lived together
Inst
at Oxford, Maire during the llvo years
conducted
has
always
That your Libellant
herself as α true and faithful wife towards her
Mcsaid hucband, but that he, the said James
wholly regardless of his marriage town
with
of
been
adultery
guilty
and iluty, has
divers lewd women.

past.

Cauley.

Your Libellant further represents that the said

and
James 1). McCauley has been guilty of crue
Your
abusive treatment toward ) our Libellant.
born
I.libellant further represents that they hid
8
to them two children, viz.: Charles Α., age<l
and she prat s
years, and Kdlth U., aged t-years,minor children
that the care and custody of both
be decreed to her.
the
Your Libellant further represents that
1-·
whereabouts ol the said James Γ>. McCauley
not known to her, aud cannot be ascertained by
reasonused
has
she
That
reasonable diligence.
to find his reetdenceand has failed
able
diligence

to do eo.

Wherefore she prays that a divorce from the
bonds of matrimony existing lietweeu her and
her said husband may be decreed.
Dated at Ox ford, this 23d day of November, A

Sept. JO, 21, 22. 23 24,11*0, Lake Trip,
t l.'> <n>
State Koade, ft days
14 40
To mileage for eame, 180 mile»,..
Road
petiTo Oct. ft, 8, 7,8, », «'arthage
lft oo
tion, ft dave
11 04
To mileage for mime, 138 mllee,..
To Oct. 12,13,14, Bryant's Poml petition
ami Greenwood State Roa<i,
poo
3 l'avx,
ft ho
To mileage for Hame, TO miles,...
2
To Oct. 20, 21, ailj. session at Parle,
β 00
days
1 12
To mileage for same, 14 mile*,...
To Oct 22r23,24, Fryeburg road petition,
9 00
Silaye,
ft 70
To mileage for sairte, 72 miles,...
To <»ct. 26, 27,28, Andover road petition,
!H0
3.lay»,
6 Ni
To mileage for same, 80 miles,...
To Nov. 1ft, 10, Woodstock, Bryant's
0 oo
2
roail
days,..
Poml,
petition,
3
To mileage for name, 40 mill β,...
3oo
To Nov. 27, Paris, ailj. eeselon, 1 «lay,..
1 12
14
mllee,...
To mileage for dame,
To Dec. 20,30, 31, Parle, reg. eeeelon, 3
900
ilave,
1 12
To mileage for eaine, 14 mllee,...
To

♦131 72
KDWARD P. FAUNCE.
South Parle, Dec. 31, 11)03.

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF OXFORD, M.
December 31, 1903.
OXFORD, 88.
the above named Jonaappeared
Personally
190S.
28.
November
Oxford,
Edward P.
than Rartlett, Randall L. Taylor, and
Personally appear! the above named Kdna Faunce, and severally made oath that the foreK. McCauley and made oath that the statements
subscribed
aci onnte by them ma<le and
said
the
of
going
above made as to the residence
Before me.
are juet and true.
Llbellee are true.
CHARI.ES F. WHITMAN,
Before me,
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.
«EORUE H A/.EN,
Notary 1'ubllc
(8BAL.)
the Above
Having examined and audited
sum· :
Statk of Maine.
accounts, we allow the following
(hkal)
$ 136 80
Count v ok Oxford, ee :
To Jonathan BartleU
In Vacation. )
123 SO
Supreme Judical Court, A.
D 1904. { To Randall L. Taylor
January 6.
131 7Î
Upon tiik Fokeooino Libki., ORDERED, To Edward P. Faunce
D.
James
That the Libelant give notice to the said
ELLERY C. PARK, County Attorney.
before the Justice
to
Llbellee.
appear
J.
Court
McCauley,
CH ARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk S.
at
of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden
on the A true copy—attest :
Paris, within and for the County of Oxford,
D.
A.
pub1904, by
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk 8. J. Court.
second Tuesday of March,
and this
lishing an attested « opy of said libel,
in the
successively
weeks
three
order thereon,
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In Paris,
to
In our County of Oxford, the last publication
A few reliable persons to sell insurance
bo 80 days at least prior to said second Tuesday
then In
of Marcfi, 1904, that he may there and anv he
If
the New York Life Ins. Co., with or
cause
for
show
and
our said Conrt appear
not
have why the prayer of said Libelant should
male or female.
EDNA E. MCCAULEY.

F.

are

be

granted.

8. C. 8TROUT,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of libel and order of court thereon
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Hazen, attorney for Libellant.

George

I

For terms and

particulars apply

to

T. S. BURNS, General Agent,
90 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

RUBBERS
thing

the best

on

the market.

a

$3.25.

00, 16 inch,

kinds of footwear here.

You

find all

always

can

Also

Trunks, Bags, and Suit Oases.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Ε. N. SWETT. Manager.
Telephone

112-3.

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

Residence 112-12.

Miss Libby of Norway, will open the COTTAGE STUDIO, Jan. 1, with a splendid free offer
of an Oxford Panel or the Fans Portrait with
every dozen of S3.00 Cabinets.
We shall have

large photos

011

some

of these

samples

fine

exhibition.

CURES CATARRH.

BELLS !
BELLS !

"IIvoMKi
for

τιικ

Most Wojîdkbkul C'ubk

Catakhh

Kvkh

Discovkbkd,"

Say F. A. .Siiukti.bfk & Co.
Do not try to cure catarrh by taking
drugs into the stomach; it cannot be
cured in that manner. The only way in
which this too common disease can be
•SOc. buys a set of shaft bells
cured is through a direct application
75f. buys a gook nickel set of shaft that will kill the bacilli of catarrh and
prevent their growth.
bells on a leather strap.
Ilyomci in the only known method of
four
a set of shaft bells,
treatment that accomplishes this. It ia
90c.
the simplest, most pleasant, and the
bells on each string.
only absolute cure for catarrh that has

BELLS !

buys

$l.«IO buys

a

$1.50 buys

a

been discovered.
Thousands of unsolicited testimonials
plated.
have been received from the most prommen and women in the country
string of body bulls, inent
who have been cured by this remarkable
a strap.
remedy. Ministers, bankers, lawyers,
set

of Harmonized

ever

shaft chimes, nickel

40 bells on
All sizes of team bells I·? to 0»7c

even

James N. Favor.
Proprietor of the Tocker Harness store.

91 Main

it.,

Norway.

PARKER'o
HAIR BALSAM

eminent

Ï

Clean twe and beautified the lu r.
Î
Promote* a luxurimt gicwth.
Never Tails to Rratorc Gray I
Hair to it* Youthful C le?.
Cum tcalp 4 tea va * half
1
£uc,antl $lxw at I>rijnri«ta

have given
the remarkable

physicians

strong testimonials

as to

powers of Ilyomei to cure catarrh.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs but
$1.00, consisting of an inhaler, dropper
and sufficient Hyomei to last several
weeks. This will etfect a cure in ordinary cases, but for chronic and deepseated cases of catarrh, longer use may be necessary, and then extra bottles of Hyomei
It is not alone
can be obtained for 50c.

the best (it might be called the only) method of curing catarrh, but is also the
most economical.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. have so much
confidence in the power of Ilyomei to
cure catarrh, that they will fora limited
time, sell this medicine under their personal guarantee to refund the money if
the purchasers can say that it did not

help them.

For

Forty

WANTED.

without experience,

^

«BUKTLEFF * CO.

A.

LEATHER

INI

♦ 123 80

pound,

MAINE.

eiICRTLEFF <fc CO.

A.

$2 75, 14 inch, $3

8 HI

Travel on same, 110 miles
)ct. 8, to 4 days on petition K. C. Staples
and others
Travel 58 miles,
Oct. 14, to 3 days at Bryant's Pond, petition selectmen and others,..
Travel 42 ml'c,
Oct. 21, 3 days at Paris, adj. session
Travel 35 miles
Oct. 24, to 3 days at Fryeburg, petition
W R. Sturtevant et ale
To travel from Parle and to return home, 90 miles,
Oct. 27, to 1 day at Andover on petition
J. R. Ladd et als,
To travel 15 miles
Nov. 15, to 2 days at BryaDt'e Pond on
alteration of highway,
To travel 40 nillee,
Nov. 27, to 3 ilaye at Parle, adj. eesslon,.
To travel 70 mllee,
Dec. 31, to 5 days at Paris, reg session,.
To travel lncludtng extra to Hanover ami Bryant's Pond, 75
miles

cents a

as follows, Grand Rapids, 8
very large line of them
10 inch, $2.50, 12 inch,
inch, $2.25 : Gold Seal $2.75 ; Boston,

9 00
3 38

19<>3.

F.

We have

8 0«l
3 38

Sept. 23, to 3 days on examination of
I 9 00
Lake "Roads

20

PHARMACY OF

for all kinds of out-door wear,

3 52

COUNTY OF OXFORD
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR, Dr

them.

Try

this winter.

quarter.

MEN'S

li INI

$138 80
JONATHAN BARTLKTT.
South Paris, Dec. 31, 19t'3.

KAXIfAlili

Φ|

9 INI
8 72

tion J. K. Laild et als
Travel M miles
Nov. 15,1(1, to 2 days at Bryant's Pond,
petition selectmen et ale
Travel 44 miles,
Nov. 28, 27, to 2 days at Paris, adj. seeslon
Travel 42 mllee,
Dec. 29-31, to 3 days at Paris, reg. session
Travel 42 miles

again

will do it

a

in your throat la«>t winter.

tickling

SOUTH PARIS,

2W

Travel 38 miles

KLentuoliy.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,

li INI

28-28, to 3 dive at Andover, peti-

CO.

Cough Drops, which
of
popular last winter, just received from Baird Kentucky.
and
doubtless remember how they eased your cough

You will

9 00
3 38

sion,
Travel 42 miles,
of James J. Oct. 23-24, to 2 days at Fryeburg, pctl
tlon W. R. Sturtevant et als,.
wife of Ktl.

MIl'KTLKFF 1

A.

F.

CO.

Another lot of those famous Ilorehound

5

Sept. 21-25,

<fc

From Old

STATE OF ΠΑΙΝΙ!.

Oct.

O. 1903.

Nni'RTLEKP

Α.

liKKt.

In Fast Stoueham, Dec. 25, to the wife of I.eelle McAllister, a daughter.
In Fast Stoneham, Dec to the wTfe of Fred H.

99 A. Main

Mention this puper.

IVothlng More Dangerous
The Foot Ease Sanitary
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT
Than Cutting Corns.
Something
Corn Plasters cure by absorption.
AND ROAD BILLS.
do
ami
oils
The
vapors
new
sanitary
entirely
December Term, 1903.
the work. Sold by all druggists Ale. or by mall
OlmSample malle I FltEE. Adoress, Allen S.
COUNTY OF OXFORD
sted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
To JONATHAN BARTLKTT, Dr
Born.

Overcoats,

Suit,

Coughs, Bronchitis, Croup—and especially for Consumption, where there is ditlicult expectoration uud coughing during
the nights and mornings, there is noth- provetbëlrclftlmt,
ing like German Syrup. The 25 cent
size has just been introduced this year.
Hegular size 75 cents. F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.

buy

cheaper

prices.

WANTEO
SALESMEN
oounUe».
and

In

Oxford

Salary
adjacent
Addreaa
NY,
l'A
COM
OIL
VICTOR
TUB
ClevelAn<i. ohUi

romA^ulon.

Sale.

tons of hay.
HUDSON KNIGHT,
South Paris, Maine.

We Do all Kindt of....
or

JOB PRINTING.
Atwood & Fort*·, tMth Paria.

HOMEKAEERS' COLUMN.

Ivers & Pond Pianos.

The Xew England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largt«t school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Ε ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the deprtftment of pianoforte instruction was beiug
developed, a few Ivers <k Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 2β8 Ivers Λ
With the expansion inPond pianos.
cidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers Λ Pond pianos, making
a total of 29».
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than
years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, ltfOii.

W. J. WHEELER, Agent,
Me.

County,

South Paris, Oxford

description

may
a nketob and
Λ η Tone
an
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether
Invention is pr..l>i»N* patentnMe Communie».
•l'Oie «t net ty c 'iitttlent lui. Handbook on Patents
OM»~«t aitenc» for »ecuruiK patent».
sent
Patent» taken thr'unh Munn A Co. receive
φ*·Ί. U nutk', without chit rye, iu tho

Scicntific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. ÏJireest clf.
dilation of any m iertlBc tournai. Tortus. 13 s
year : four months, $L Sold bj all newsdealer*.

S Co.36,B~-*--'· Hew York
MUNN
Branch Otflce. 636 Κ 8L. Washington. D. C.

with a

Several
who

boys

backache

opportunity

an

to learn the shoe busi-

positions
capable boys.
Apply at once to
Good

ness.

So. 4 12.—(.t-0Krit|iUi«'ul Aortal it·.
Four rivers in England, all bearing
the same name; one is in Yorkshire,
another in Sussex, also one In Northamptonshire and another between Nor

Doan's
Kidney Pills

cure
relieve a bad back and cure it—
disorder, from
ery kiduey and bladder
backache to diabetes.
at 143 WashMrs. C. F. Goodnow. living
Conn., *.<ys:
ington street. New Britain.
USS*·,
I
Hi-ember.
lu
"1 gave a testimonial
Kiduey Pills,
touching the merits of I»oan's
I had been
that
said
ami lu the statement
for
bothered with uiy back and kidneys but
not constantly,
over thirteen years,
settled In
when I caught cold It generally
It lame and sore. Often
luy back, making
of my back was
the pain through the small
I read
me cry out.
so severe as to make
and procured
about IKxaa's Kidney Pills,
Co.'h
drug
&
some from E. W. Thompson
uiy
store, on Main street. They helped
time reshort
a
in
and
hack Immediately,
I have takeu
lieved me of the trouble.
during
Doan's Kidney Pills at Intervals
attack of
the last Ave years, when I felt an
always
and
they
ou.
backache coming
I am never without
brought Instant relief.
them In the bouse."
at all drug
Poan's Kidney Pill-: sold
uai Co., BufΓ
stores; 50 cent.
falo. X. Y.
ev-

m

OPTICIAN,
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Φ

folk and Suffolk.
1. A group of islands to the north ot
Scotland, from which they are separated by the 1'entland tirth.
2. A chain of mountains in Russia
about 1.100 miles loug and forming
part of a boundary between Europe and

Asia.
3. A group of islands and rocks lying
off the coast of Cornwall.
4. A river in Germany which rises in
the Giant mountains and falls into the
German

So. 413.—Diaeunal.
Each word contains nine letters. The
diagonal, beginning with the upper left
hand letter and ending with the lower
right hand letter, will spell the name of

CO.,

Mechanic Falls, Me.

J. WALDO NASH,

Taxidermist,

MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

Weak
Hearts

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

I fear it ia

to

drive him

The merchant sold
This rugged old

today.

should be rinsed in clear water,
and then, if not in perfect condition, the
remedy indicated should be applied.
If there are brown spots on the hands,
make a paste of lemon juice and powdereu sulphur, and apply it whenever possible, allowing it to dry in the sun. Let
it remain on as long as you can, after
each application. This paste will take
effect more readily if the hands are soaked in warm water for some time before it

they

at the old stand.
isn't it grand!

—

who first

so

saw

the

kindly his ways.

transaction consummate In greed
ill deed.
be a wrong action and

May

Are still burns in the hall.
A
And still clings the vine to the

applied.
Always rinse your hands in cold water,
after having hail them in water which is
more than blood-warm.
Duringcold or
windy weather, it is best always to have
some preparation handy, that it may be
applied whenever the hands have been

wall.

is

41,%.—TruiiM|»oaitloim.
[ Familiar quotations.]
The the wise is of reason weapon.
Then are you sure go be right ahead.
Sleep now blessings light that on inNo.

wet.

vented him tir>t.

V». 417.—\

ÏÏÎ'rt
diï
f..iî V.®

Ν. H.
sent on

a

application.

per year in

at

Subscrip-

advance.

tions may begin
sent
The only condition
until Jan. 1, 1905.
attaching to this proposition is that all
and will be

now

subscriptions
new ones.

to

the Farmer

shall be

Address or call at the office of

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

after being in water, or when
she was about to undertake work that
would discolor them. The vinegar was
allowed to dry on them, thus forming a
coating that served as a protection. She
used lard under the nails and around
them when polishing stoves, thus preventing them from becoming blackened.
When cleaning house or putting down
carpets, she q^ed white castile soap
under the nails to protect them, and she
always wore gloves at work, when convenient. She removed stains with lemon
juice, raw tomato skins, or the fumes of
burning matches. lier toilet-cream to
be applied at night was made of mutton
tallow, honey and lemon-juice, simmered
until well mixed. Sometimes she applied
a paste of honey, powdered sulphur and
camphor. When her hands were rough
she rubbed them with corn meal. Not
once a day, but all through the day, she
cared for her hands; yet she never seemed to miss the time thus spent, and she
never suffered with sore hands as women
do who trust to an occasional application
of some highly recommended ointment.—
Indies' World.

exposed

The picture suggests the surname of
jKH't noted for liumnr.
US.—Trluuiclea In QmtUruiiKl·'·
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Berlin,
Catalogues

JShe

in connection with

Supplies.
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5. ΟΟΟΟΟΟΟΟΟ 4.
From 1 tu 2. bristly; from 'Λ to 4, a
to o. a
not existing; from 1
punctuation mark; from 2 to 4. sub-

thing

ordinate.

Triangles: Λ consonant. An exclamaA
Perfume.
A girl's name.
tion.
Λ man's
woman who does mid work.
An article.
name. One-lia If of mitten.
A consonant.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Carpets

Wool

patterns and clean

to close out odd

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,
Κ. W.

Siu. Ί1U.—l°u

Dr. Austin

—

CH4IVDLER,

Builders' Finish !
1 will furnl*h DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
Stu or Style at reaeouabie price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any kin· I of Ftnleh for InttlUe or
Pine Lum
OuUlde work, «end to your or»l«re
ber nul Shingle* on band Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

will be at Elm

Tenney,

House, Norway,

Wednesday, Jan. 13th, 9

8 P. M.

Eyes

M. to

A.

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings

High G-ade Portrait
in

Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St..

Onion Cure For Colds.

i lui ru ta.

The efficacy of onions for regulating
the digestive tract and curing all kinds
There
of colds has long been known.
of doses or
are three different kinds
forms of the onion cure, the diet, the
the syrup and the plaster. All three,
separately or collectively, are good for a
cold according to its nature and severity.
To break up a cold the onions should be
cooked in any palatable form and eaten
with each meal for a day or two. Onion
syrup may be obtained at any drug store
and is excellent for bronchial coughs.
The onion plaster should bo used to
break up a severe cold on the chest. It
is made by placiug freshly fried onions
between two pieces of old muslin. This
should be applied while quite hot to the
chest of the patient in bed and allowed
on
over
to remain
night. All these
remedies are harmless and effective, the
only trouble being that some people consider the remedies worse than the dis-

Curtail a shelter anil have shelter.
Curtail part of a chiuiney and have
to wedge in.
Curtail to dwell and have to order.
Curtail to repel and have a marsh.
Murkrd Down.

Madge—Nellie says she is

twenty-

Marjorie- Y«>s; twenty-four marked
dowu from thirty-uine. Judge.

Picture Frames

&

ta

four.

Examined free.

Key

to

thr

i'uult-r.

No. 4tK5. Syncopations: 1. Se-v-er. 2.
Ruble.
Wi-e-ld. 4. Re-s-in.
No. 404.—1.lust rated Primal Acrostic:
Clover. I.Cotton. 2. Ledger, .'t. Orange.
4. Valise. ."». Ermine. 15. Rabbit.
Milton.
Mill.
No. 400. Additions:
Crow,
Ross. Huston.
Wall. Walton.
Croton.
burnt
No. 400.—Aritliuiograph: A
child dreads the fire.
No. 407.—Anagram Verse: Limes,
miles.
Daniel. nailed. Claimed, deel
mal.
No. 40N.—Terminations: 1. Tract. 2.
Fact. 3. Enact. 4. Pact. 5. Tact. β.
7. Contract.
S. Exact.
9.
Impact.
Refract. 10. Detract. 11. Retract.
No. 4<>!». Crossword Knlgnut: Enig-

ease.

How

truly loved and
to be told so.
She likes some noble, honorable man
to be thonghtful of her, kind and considerate of her welfare.
When well and becomingly dressed, a
quiet notice of it is always appreciated.
A word of praise for a nice dinner or
supper often more than compensates her
for the worry and work of preparation.
She wants her husband not only to be
her supporter but her companion, remembering that it is the kind word that
often brings her greater happines than a
new set of dishes, though presents like
the latter are always welcome.
She likes to be made to feel that she is
good for something besides a mere
household drudge.
She likes to be petted occasionally,
but not in public. The little private
pet names are very dear to a woman's
heart.—McCall's.

ma

All druggists refund the money if it
E. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
26c.
on each box.

"What! Going out again to-night?"
PORTLAND DIVISION.
began Mrs Nagg. "Oh, no; just this
Reduced Kate. Fare $1.00, Portland
once," replied her husband, with aggrato Boston.
Staterooms $1.00 to $1.50.
K. W.
vating cheerfulness. "It will be too
Steamers leave Franklin wharf, Port- late when I
get back to go out again."
Maine.
VmI Sumner
land. and India wbarf, Boston, daily exM.
at
7
P.
cept Sunday
WIIAT'S IN A NAME?
Freight always as low as other lines.
All freight via the steamers of this Com
Everything is in the name when it
pany is insured against Fire and Marine comes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C.
DeWitt A Co. of Chicago discovered
Kisk.
20 horses, two-seated carriages,
some years ago how to make k salve
Franklin
F.
Liscomb,
Agent,
J.
from Witch Hazel that is a specific for
10 top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
Wharf, Portland, Me.
Piles. For blind, bleeding, itching and
1 nice three seated
carriages
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l. protruding Piles, eczema, cuts, burns,
wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
bruise· and all skin diseases DeWitt's
Will lease stable to run livery busiA. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A Salve has no equal. This has given rise
a
clean
This
is
ness.
nice,
to numerous worthless
counterfeits.
livery
General offices Foster's Wharf, Ask for DeWitt's—the
No
stock and excellent opening.
genuine. Sold by
Mass.
Boston,
A,
P.
Shurtleff
Co.
A.
Will sell on
terms.
Matched Mart Wood Floor Boarle tor sale.

CHAMDLER,

Useful Hints.

Livery Stock lor Sale !

To relieve the pain of a badly pinched
or bruised finger, plunge it into very hot
water.
Fresh air and exercise are the best
tonics for young folks, but too much of
the latter will do harm to a child.
I^ees fat ind less sugar are required
for the child's summer diet than for his
winter diet. Both fat and sugar are

(open),

Manager.

competition.

May 3, 1903.

heat-producing.

Let children's meals be as frequent as
is necessary, but do not allow eating between meals. Sweets should never be
eaten on an empty stomach, but they
are comparatively harmless at the end of
a meal.

easy

F. B. FOGG,

South Paris.

Home Telephone Call. 108-i.
Andrew· lioiue Stable Call, MB-li.

Black

Stallion,

to Please Her.

A woman likes to be

TO CURE A OOLD IN ONE DAY
SOUTH PARIS. Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.

Eastern Steamship Company.

Heavy Team Horses.

Mr. Elder—"There is
something I
want to say to you,—Bessie—er—that is,
Miss Kuteley."
Miss Kuteley—"Call
I have several pairs of large work me Bessie if
you wish." Mr. Elder—
horses for sale.
These horses have "0, may I." Miss Kuteley—"Of course,
all old gentlemen call me Bessie.,'

The Hot Water Remedy.

A worn out woman who retires at
been worked through the winter
night, or lies down for a few minutes1
rest at noonday with a feeling that Bleep
A VEST POCKET DOCTOR.
hauling logs. Also two or three
should try the hot water
Never in the way, no trouble to carry, is impossible,
of
fresh
horses
just received,
pairs
Simply bathe the face and
easy to take, pleasant and never failing remedy.
also several good driving horses.
in results are DeWitt's Little Early temples, the wrists and cords of the neck
can be borne.
For a
a
Risers. A vial of these little pills in the ic water as hot as
dress should be loosenvest pocket is a certain guarantee against daytime nap the
record
2 =09.
Dare
Devil,
By
headache, biliousness, torpid liver and ed at the throat and waist, or better still,
South Paris, Me.
dam of Lord March,
all of the ills resulting from constipation. the clothes should be removed entirely,
Dam,
A
as when retiring for the night.
They tonic and strengthen the liver. Sold just of hot water
3:11 I-a, and Point Dexter, 2 :si 1-2.
with a little sugar and
glass
by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
a few drops of lemon juice is a favorite
W· Do all Kind· of....
Send for circular.
drink of French women and is an excel"Pa, won't you buy me a watch?" I lent sleep producer. Eau sucre, as it is
JOB PRINTING.
"What for, my boy?" "I want to »wap called, takes the piece In France often
Main·
South Paris,
Atom* 4 FwftM, «M» Pari·. It to Billy Wiggins for one of hie pup·." occupied by tea here.

DECORATE,
"Every

Inch

King."

Jewel,

W. J

7

fif-

length

of the new
mile and a third of double

-200 feet, a

Shirty-five
wide as a

as

New Yo«.

W. J Wheeler,

Wheeler,

J

/

J

bridge,

disdainfully

a seem-

lie is (iiaeOllio Ferrari, the celebrated
Italian. The second, tall, also handsome and with muscles like steel, stands
commodestly awaiting the word of
mand. His name is Jean Louis. The
seconds take their places on either side
of their principals. A deathlike silence

ing paradox when the Pennsylvania Railroad is spending millions to replace steel
by solid stone to make a more
Much added strength
ne maneut way.
is in the four cables, which are eighteen
and a quarter inches in diameter agaiD
fifteen and three-quarters for the first

bridges

The difference is siight toloo
at but impressive when seen beneath the
steel jacketing which hides the mos
delicate achievement m
ill bridge construction. Each of these
four cables is made of 7,«9(5 separate
wires, each wire strung Heparately atross
the East Hiver, while one hundred W
forty men spun the huge steel rope Thia
daring band of workmen bound tw®nty
six tons of steel wires into this cable web
each day each wire thirty-five hundred
feet long and only three-sixteenths of an
inch in
scarcely bigger· than
heavy picture wire, Five thousand to
of steel wero fashioned thus into four
and
cables the thickness of a stout
the strength of each η"1β

bridge.

"On guard!"
The two masters cross swords. Giacomo Ferrari lunges repeatedly at Jean
Louis, but in vain. His every thrust is
Ile makes up his mind
met by a parry.
to bide his chance and caresses and
teases his opponent's blade. Jean Louis,
calm and watchful, lends himself to

the play. when, quicker than lightning,
the Italian jumps aside with a loud
yell and makes a terrible lunge at Jean
Louis, a Florentine trick, often successful. Bui with extraordinary rapidity Jean Louis has parried and risposts
quickly in the shoulder.
"It is nothing," cries Giacoino; "a
And they again fall on
mere scratcl
guard. Almost directly he Is hit in the
breast. This time the sword of Jean

ι

Ss

Louis, who is now attacking, penetrates
<tiacomo's face becomes livid,
bis sword drops from his hand, and lie
falls heavily on the turf, lie is dead.
Jean Louis is already in position. Ile
wijK's his reeking blade; then, with the
of his sword on the ground, lie

deeply.

Puff Scale in Oklahoma.
An Oklahoma publisher announces the
following rates:
"For telling the public that a man is a
successful citizen when everybody knows
i,« is as lazv as a government mule,
*2 75; referring to a deceased citizen as
one who is sincerely mourned *>y the entire community and when we know lie
an

point
calmly awaits the next

by

the

some

estimable

all,

coming toward him, Ç3.10; calling

DAILY

that No
So Certain, Safe and Reliable
Other Mediolne Can Take Its Place

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWS-

Di

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
NEWYour name and address on a postal card to THE
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,

bring

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments,

new, for

keep

to

The New-York
The Oxford Democrat,
Tribune Farmer,
NEW-YORK CITY,
South Paris, Me.,

Both of these papers

For

one

with the money to

Regular Price, $1.00 per Year.

$1.75

year for

if you send your order

The Democrat, 5o. Paris, Me.

elderly gentle40 to 60 pre^

man, a woman from

admirably supply

Regular Price, $1.50 per Year.

We want to Jind

ferred.

will post you every week on all important agricultural topics of the day,
and show you how to make money
from the farm.

your warts
for county news and prove a welcome
visitor in every household.
will

PnrU.

an

securing the largest possible
prolits from the farm, and with
special matter for every member of
his family.

aid in

doings
markets,

him in touch with the

and family.

Wheeler,

for

give him the experience of other*
the advanced methods and
improvements which are an invaluable

to

in all

of his neighbors, the home
and all items of interest to himself

**5.

High-Class

Agricultural Weekly

a

Weekly Newspaper

BILLINUS BLOCK,

housekeeper

NEEDS

A

Good Local

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

a

Farmer

who is interested in the news of his
should subscribe
town and county

for

copy.

Every
Up=to=Date

Farmer

One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost |12ϋ, for 805.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for 8115, worth $140.

W. J.

sample

Wide=Awake

$400,

Paris, almost

you a free

Every

Send your name and address to Tiik
City, for free .sample copy.

Nkw-Yoiik

Tkiijlxk

Fa KM KB,

Xew-

York

Work will not be hard.

particulars apply

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

to

Norway.

Selectmen of

ICE AND COAL,

A

SPECIALTY.

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

for Masons
BBRIilN

To

LOTS

For Price and Particulars address,

Granite Work, Cement, Lime,
Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster, etc.
1

SOUTH PARIS. Λ1Ε.

LOAD

CAR

Dealers in

Complete Supply

quantity desired.

In any

A.W. Walker & Son,

AIVD

1ST.

GORHAM,

B.

QUAKER RANGE

Telephone Connection.

Housekeepers

Semi your a<l<lreM on » postal for our apecla
premium offer·) ami a literal Cr'al i|uantlty of
deemed Invincible.
Jean Louis hardly had two minutes·
lie is ready. A new adversary
rest.
I
stands before him. A sinister click of the famous silver polUh u*cl by owner» of valuable Silverware all over the worM.
swords is heard, a lunge, a parry, a ris"Silicon," 40 Cliff street, New York.
is
all
and
a
a
and then
sigh,
cry,

to meet when every business man in the
town would rather see the devil coming,
tl»n to see her
horns hoofs and

and have not
If you live in the village or on a farm
be kept in close touch
time for a daily newspaper you may
cost.
with all important news of the world at a very small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
it with
TRIBUNE is only 61.50 per year, butyou can secure
local newspaper, Tne Oxford Democrat,
favorite
own
your

A

man.

The best fencer of the First regiment
has Just been carried away a corpse,
but the day Is not yet over. Fourteen
adversaries are there. Impatient to
measure swords with the conqueror,
burning to avenge the master they had

poker circle, $10^,
as
gallivanting female
it is a Ple»8"™
whom
lady

will be missed

referring to

and contains all the most important
is a guarantee of its value.

Tribune, which

ensues.

ïïdiff ani

is a

AS

—

it is
miss one phase of the contest,
an
before 1U.<K)(I men that the honor of
in the
army is about to be avenged
blood of thirty brave men.
The drum is heard. Two men. naked
Jirst
to the waist, step iu the ring. The
is tall and strong. His blac k eyes roll
upon the gaping crowd,

people, almost as
metropolitan newspaper for busy
Rural Free Delivery Carriei
and
a
as
your
daily,
good
week.
brings it to your door three times every
and Fridaye,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
news cf The Daily

GOOD

—

new, for

substituted for the granite monuments
the ends of the other

and
'L. F.' Atwood's Bitteraat your store
1
me.
found that It greaîly benefited
my
send
I
you
wish to f.et some more.
enroute and several addressed stamped
I can provelopes. Please tell me where
New
reach
I
when
cure the medicine
for It
York. I am anxious In the matter,
have
did me more eood than anything I
botseveral
ever taken and I must have
MxtY Churchill
tles right away."
Co.
Emmett, of "Sowing the Wind

ring is left open for the contestants.
One second hand Ivers ά Pond piano,
so
This spot is' raised above the plain
walnut case, for 8tl50, worth $300.
of
this
that not one or the spectators
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumoilicers.
tragic scene gayly dressed
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
as
excited
in
line, Spaniards,
soldiers
great trade.
never a bull light excited them-will
One second hand Estcy organ at South

^'tndr&SMrbKpnite
rKiitTskle»n1Lrrr.re
it

AS

I

great
the masterspline. They decreed that
should
at-arms of the two regiments
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
take up the quarrel and tight it out.
octave, almost new,
case, Pease piano,
iu
battle
array
whole
a
army
Imagine
for *185.
surthat
the
large plains
on one of
One walnut case Toole piano, almost
In the center a large
round Madrid.
worth $250.

dred and thirty-fivo feet above tulewater
hun<» from steel towers three hundred
feet high. Four trolley
tracks t#o tracks for elevated trau s,
(
driveways, two footpaths, and

aynde<^^cross-street of

nationality

a

decked steel roadways β°"1ηΚ

Weekly.

A great deal of monoy is wasted upon
and ointments for the hands by
women who do not know that it is much
easier to keep the hands nice than to
make them nice after a long reriod of
Prettiest hands I ever saw
w
lu a farmhouse for a
family of five, and no preparation was
ever purchased to keep them beautiful
rhe owner always dried them with
powdered starch unless some other
bathed
remedy was to be applied.

The New England Farmer

cords, Blanks, Horns, and

skins;

most

creams

South Paris.

R

very healing

good advantage.

Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,

ΓΜ,

Powdered starch is

form.'

done in first
Will call for and
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.

By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled to offer that
best of all agricultural papers

^ThMotâl

<>f

quarrels,
whined

^β, \β^®ν

1

ironing

Club Offer.

caused constant
when swords were often
out or bullets exchanged.
iu
After a small battle bad occurred
over
the streets of Madrid, in which
had
200 French and Italian soldiers
two regitaken part, tin officers of the
ments, in a council of war assembled,
decided to give such breaches of order
blow and to re-establish disciries

then nearly two-thirds
be able to .*«"» «cross
mlUio.
the greater structure. î et ^e cost o
thp new bridge is less by f3,o00,000, an
the time of building less by hve years.
These facts mark the march of eng

day,

tree^

I'oiilc.

Lltrrurr

Washing and Ironing Wanted.

Special

posed entirely of Italians, formed part
brigade.
rivalUeglmeutal esprit de corps and

of the same

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

Indispensable

«go
"WHILE In your city some time
bought seversi bottles of the True

WUaewe·

in Madrid
tury. and the duel happened
of
master-at-arms
the
was
He
Jii 1813.
of French
the Thirty-second regiment
cominfantry. The First regiment,

a^^rer=,^r!r.h.o,d
wSi
S 'a
iu

Any

Modem

would be held a romance had it not
The
been witnessed by a whole army.
hero is Jeun Louis, one of the great
cenmasters of the beginning of last

fer
ThehTOW bridge is forty per cent wider

experience

Thouwand

Than
of

danger
it
So extraordinary is this coiuhat that

each^

and

Annal·

the

To give un idea of wliat a brave man
can do if he knows fencing thoroughly
and hut keeps cool and collected in
duel.
we will relate a historical

^e

«i'i packed to sufiocation,

ingknowledge

Excltlne

More
In

HUtorj-—Ten
Terrible Work of One Sfrord.

fifty million dollars' worth of
new
wav terminals; one, two or three
bridges costing fifteen million»ι
these arouse only a flurry ο
aside
New York. It has no time to turn asme
Wg thing, that would mark epochs

bridee in a

"L. F." Medicine

to the

dîatnetcr,

\u. -I Mi.—\n nier a in.

Solid hay—A pleasant season.

which sella for 50c.

and

»

Scene
Bnttlc

it is easily applied, not at
all expensive, and does not prevent one
from going about one's housework, even
the cooking, if the hands are perfectly
free from everything. Tie a little in a
thin ran, and
keep a box near the
wash basin. When the hands begin to
get sore, rub the starch well in while
they are still moist.
A preparation consisting of three tablebecame part of a. mighty
®ac1'of rose-water and glycer- beforehand,
harmony of effort, all pulling together,
ine, with ten drops of carbolic acid, is
vet the power to bear its gigantic burde
good for most hands that chap easily.
no more than the united endeavors
I here are some skins, however that
u
of thirty thousand "picture wires,
For
cannot stand glycerine in any
four cables cost $1,400,000.-Collier s
these, honey may be used instead, to
to

Stand serve also wait they who only
and.

Knpani fry «. O. OeWiTT * OO.. ΟΗΙΟΛβ·
Sohl by F. A. Shurtleff 4,Co.

Washing

A

rxrrriftug,
""i

SWORDSMEN

the

Actress

The

BY

SLAIN

ONE MAN BEFORE AN ARMY.

BKxp6e!S My'thatMpoMlble

A

remember when it vu simple IndigesIt Is a identifie fact that all easM at
tion.
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to. but are the direct result of Indigestion. All food taken into the stomach
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
■wells the stomach. puffing it up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action el
the heart and In the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Kaabia.of Nevada. 0..aaya: Ikadatomacb
trouble and vas la a bad atate aa I had h «art troubla
artth It 1 took Kadoi Dr ape ρ aU Cora lor about fa*
saoaLbi and It cured ne.
Kodoi Digests What You Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervota
strain and the heart of all pressure.
Boctleaonly. $1.00 Sba holdint 2X Braaa the Mi
axa.

THIRTEEN

plant used In Christmas decorations.
Twenty thousand tons of dead weight
A
2.
Crosswords: 1. Attraction.
in ed such instruction.
game. 3. To point out. 4. An officer
Hrst, howevei, because most import3. Owners of houses having
a ship.
be said: The mother who
G. Like a brother. 7. Forms ant, let this
tenants.
to teach her children to wash
S. American crocodile. negiects
of ceremony.
their hands just before going to bed,
strain can
9. To contend in words.
ought to sutler in some way. No one breakdown the bridgi, and that "when
can have pretty hands unless they are
No. 41 I.—Brhmdril Word».
perfectly clean just before retiring. Soap
run
It
away:
too
is
;
might
horse
Your
and warm water should be used, then
a

can

CHASE, MERRITT

ocean.

The mild mannered
blaze.
He thought not of —,

open to Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of ««My
one hundred people who have heart trouble

are

smart,

Licensed

To claim.

and the cure.

m

411.—'Termination*.

—

about 16 years of age

strong and who wish

are

No.

The following, when rightly guessed,
will end with the sauie conjuuvtiun:
1. To spread. 2. Splendid. 3. Found
4. Λ piece of furnion the seashore.
ture. 5. A mark. 0. To go on shore. 7.

should learn
the cause of

RICHARDS,

their hands so much more frequenty» or perhaps the greater discomfort
that
may be caused by the knowledge
their hands are a very patent advertisement of their own carelessness. While
it is not possible for every woman to
have perfectly-formed hands, it depends
are atupon herself whether or not they
tractiver Soft, white hands are always
pretty even if their shape would not attract the eye of a sculptor, and there are
few hands which may not be kept soft
and white with proper care.
Eternal vigilance is the price of prettv
hands, more especially if they belong to
vigilance
a working woman, but this
soon develops into a habit, and then it
Is It worth
to be wearisome.
ceases
while. î es, it is. If a woman cannot
be absolutely beautiful, it is her duty to
be as beautiful as she can, and nicely
kept hands are very satisfactory·
It is not generally known that the
hands depend upon the state of the
health for beauty quite as much as the
complexion, but it is a fact. The
hygienic laws recommended for the improvement of the skin will all be found
good and necessary for the hands. In
addition, a few helps along the line of
outside applications will be needed, more
especially by those who work.
In this day it seems as if it should be
unnecessary to say that the nails should
be properly cared for, and that every
woman should own a manicure set, and
use it; but one need not be a very close
observer to realize that there are many
women who have apparently not receivsee

constantly
aching back.
Every woman

Boys Wanted m
IN SHOE FACTORY.

tWwS£ng\bese
stedTveA

do
housework—
to attend to
daily duties
woman to

Churchill Emmett
MaryTalented
Finds

A HISTORICAL DUEL.

America.

In

** φ*

Hard for any

S.

Bridge

Greatest

One of the greatest deeds ever wrought
in stone and steel is the newEwt River
■·"- mi.
Rridtre formally opened this week.
,ί?··· ΜΙίΟΓ HOMEILàlUtK* side the interest and admiratton excited
«
ItainïïSTn'
iolumn, Oxford Democrat. Pari·. Maine
41
*
*
•
* ·
by the building of the first bridge that
linked Brooklyn with Manhattan, this
Care of the Hands.
far more imposing climax of eng neermg
There are many women who are not genius has passed almost unnoticed, for
\ο. 410,-Grofrapbic«l QarrtM.
the least worried because they are not
a
is
America
lu
South
What cape
beautiful in face or form, but there are
tremendous webs of
drinking cup?
few who can look upon their own hands
mile and a half of river and
What cape in the United States keeps if ugly, with any degree of philosophy. shore, and swinging
crowded traffic
watch day and uigbt?
This maybe due to the fact that they

WOMEN'S
WOES.

The Ceasmaury Expaad«*l

The

Electro-Silicon

an

ordinary pulpit pounder an eminent
divine, 00 cents; sending a tough sinner
to heaven with poetry, $5.
post

A second body is before Jean
Louis.
A third adversary advances. 'Ihey
want Jean Louis to rest. "I am not
tired." he answers, with a smile.
The signal is given. The Italiiin is as
tall as tin· one who lies there ;i corpse
covered by a military clonk. lie has
closely watched Jean Louis' play and
thinks he has guessed the secret of his
victories, lie multiplies his feints and
over.

CAUTION!
a gentle word—but when

This is not
you think how liable you are not to
purchase the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that lias had the
largest sale of any medicine in the world
since 1808 for the cure and treatment of
Consumption and Throat and Lung
troubles without losiug its great popularity all these years, you will bo thankful we called your attention to Boschee's
German Syrup. There are so
many

tricks; then, all at once. iiouuding like a
tiger on his prey, he gives his opponent

ordinary cough remedies made by druggists and others that are cheap and good
for light colds perhaps, but for severe
Coughs, Bronchitis, Croup—and especial-

a terrible thrust in the'tower line. But
Jean Louis' sword has parried and is
now deep within his opponent's breast.
What need we to relate any more?
Ten new adversaries followed him, and
tile ten fell before Jean Louis amid the
excited yells and roars of an army.
At the request of the Thirty-second
regiment's colonel, who thought the lesson sufficient, Jean Louis after much
pressing consented to stop the combat,
and he shook hands with the two sur-

for Consumption, where there is difficult expectoration and coughing during
the nights and mornings, there is nothing like German Syrup. The 25 cent
size has just been introduced this year.
Regular size 75 cents. F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.

ly

Murray—"Can you get a typewriter
Hill—"Well, I thought I
cheap?"
could, but I married mine, and she costs
about all I can earn.'1
CURED

AFTER

SUFFERING

vivors, applauded by 10,000 ni -n.
From that day fights ceased between

10

French and Italian soldiers.
This wonderful and gigantic combat
might lie Ueld a fable were not all the
facts above stated still found in the
archives of the ministry of Avar.—Lip

YEARS.

Cycle

&
Mfg. Co., Middletown, O., suffered for
He
ten years with dyepepsia.
spent
hundreds of dollars for medicine and
without
with doctors
receiving any permanent benefit. He says, "One night
while feeling exceptionally bad I was
about to throw down the evening paper
when I saw an item in the paper regarding the merits of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
I concluded to try it and while I had no
faith in it I felt better after the second
dose. After using two bottles I am
stronger and better than I have been in
years, and I recommend Kodol Dyspepsia Cure to my friends and acquaintances suffering from Stomach trouble."
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
B. F.

Hare,

Supt.

Miami

Wife (who is always

nlucott's

POLITICAL QUIPS.
The senate of the United States claim*
that it lias a right to do notliiiig.—Galveston News.
Herbert Spencer had some great ideas
about government, but it is safe to sa)
that a large number nf the world's lead
iug statesmen never read them.—Washington Star.
Witli Rev. Edward Everett Hale as
the senators are certain to
be favored with a better quality of
praying than they deserve, no matter
what they need.—Newark News.

ailing)—"You

chaplain,

bury me by the side of my first husband, won't you, dear?" Husband—
"With pleasure, my dear."
will

JUST

ONE MINUTE.

Read This!
MEATS of all

kinds at

reason-

prices.

able

Sausage, 10 cents per pound.
Salt pork 10 cents per pound,
eleven pounds for one dollar.

Corned beef 4

cents

thirty pounds

for

Stimson &

per

one

or

pound,

to

or

dollar.

remove

50 CtS.

Maine.

South Paris,

WANTED !
in the market

50 CtS

D"Wn and

.

put

Week .t

Too often seemingly trilling complain:* of children are
put ol! un things of no consequence. Kvtry u u nul ura 1 ucctou
la u bvluptom of disorder and deserving of careful Investigation.
Worm* more than anything else are the cairne of childhood sickness.
Attacking, aH they do, thu stomach and bowel·, the effect of
their presence I* fell throughout the whole system and made know η
nervousness,
peevishness, disturbed sleep, erratic appetite, weuk
by
Ktomuch and general lassitude.

NORWAY, MAINE.

for

Dr. True9s Elixir

U the surest and safest worm remedy ever compounded-hn< if
thitn that. Ah a tonic and general corrective It Ih unexcelled.
It tones htomach and howelH, cleanse* aud enriches the
blood and sends renewed health tingling through the veine.
For over 00 years the most popular home remedy. Hold
at all druggist·, :ftc. Write for free booklet ou
"Children aud Their Diseases."

any

Pine, Spruce, Fir, Pop-

CRIMINOLOGY.
One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in
minute, because it kills the microbe
White Birch and all hard woods
Every criminal is entitled to a fail lar,
which tickles the mucous membrane,
trial
and
riiiould
have
ht
the
and
the
it,
whether
at
same
time
I
cough
causing
cut in long logs and 4 foot lengths.
cleats the phlegm, draws out the
wants it or not.—Nashville American
mation and heals and soothes the affectOf more than 2,<MK) prisoners m-eived
The highest cash
price will be
ed parte. One Minute Cough
Cure at
the Ohio state prison last year no!
strengthens the lungs, wards off pneu- one could repeat the Ten Command- paid for above delivered at
A.
monia, and is a harmless and never-failments.
ing cure in all curable cases of Coughs,
mill this coming winter.
Colds and Croup. One Minute Cough I
The pool room is worse than the gamCure is pleasant to tike, harmless and
bling house, it has a greater nuiubei The Mason Manufacturing Co.
good alike for young and old. Sold by and variety of victims, and more inno
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
South Paris.
cent jiersonn, chiefly women and chil
dren, suffer by it—Nashville American
"Yes, I'm collecting rare coins—here's
one." "Why, that's only an ordinary
Throat Trouble.
$20 gold piece." "That's all right. It's
"You look bad, old man. What's the
rare enough for me."
matter?"
ItOpMt
"Throat trouble."
If you kick a man for calling you a
"I didn't know you were subject to
donkey, you only prove the assertion.
It."
"Yes. I am. This throat belongs to
the newcomer in the next house, who
practices singing at all hours of the
'tares ■ CoM in One Day, Cripui 2 Day·
eight."

|

are

Bad
Dreams

Optician.

LowBstPrices inOxfordGounty.

We

they

Variety Store Norway.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

are

as

Penley, on without bolts.

Corner Western Ave. and Nichols St.,

amount of

one

nickel rails in. the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

OR. J. F. TRUE A.

u more

CO., Auburn, Me.

intlam-1

J.

Kenney's

J

|

|

I axative ftromo

Quinine
on every

Knew Three of Them.

25c

Dearboru-IHi you know the
wonders of the world?

Mugg—"Yes; tbey thought I was
poisoned, and the doctor came with his
stomach pump." Wump—"Did be get
anything out of you?" Mugg—"Yes;

Wabash—Well,

times, you know."

«10.

STOPS

THE

Worklnir I'p to It.

COUGH

AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets oure
a cold in one day.
No Care, no Pay.
Price 25 cents.

j

Madge—"Miss Pas say has volunteered
get up a booth at the bazaar and sell
kisses. Isn't it awful?" Marjorie"Dreadful, my dear I I never thoaghtl
that girl had the faoe to do It."
to

I know three of them.

Emma—And, Charlie, dear, would
you have really shot yourself if I had
refused you?
Charlie—Indeed I would. I had already sent to four houses for price Hsta
of revolvers.
Fire and sword are but slow engines
of destruction in comparison with tlie
babbler.—Steele.

Trial

■•irfrMnorir/'nin

PHOBATK SOTICKS.

|> η

Writ*for (wkfawkbr
ΠΓ8. ΛΟΓβΓ
Baltua Uni aad oad Chopper Xn. 11. At Toard-vlrr'a.Mt
Bj mal lor expri-s· 73«. Your JIOMÎÏ BACK Ifuoi nlWMaf
B0LLIAS ira. CO., HO ft·· A .a., Boaal loj, Pm.
π m m
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published

COLUMBIA COI.E, late of Paris, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof presented
hy Walter L. Gray, the executor therein named.
ADDI80N E. IIF.RRICR, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
NOTICE.

The subscriber
been duly appointed

gives notice that be ha·
hereby
administrator of the estate

FARM FOR SALE.

Fast Sumner. 176 acres good
Farm for sale
land, wood lot containing 400 cords hard woo<l.
and pine. Cuti from 30
hemlock
some oak, ash,
to 35 tons good hay, has apples, pears and
mile
from school, two miles
Located
one
plums.
from churches, store, post office and railroad,
and oa telephone line.
In

^Addre·#^^
Km*

Stunner, M·.
I

PROBATE NOTICES.

To all persons Interested In elthnr of the estates To all iientons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
hereinafter nameil :
At a Probate Court, held at Pari·. In and
Probate Court, at Pari*, In ami for
At a
the County of Oxford, on the 24th «lay of Dec., I» for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
«'ne
Lonl
thousand ! D«c., In the year of our Lord one thousand
of
our
the
year
The following matter
nine hundred and three, the following matter j nine hundred and three.
having l>een presented for the notion thereupon having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It 1» hereby Ordered:
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Okdkheu :
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of thle order to be ! tc rested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Os
published three weeks successively tn the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South fori Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, in said County, that they may appear at a Paris, tn said County, tnat they may appear at a
be-held at Paris,
on
Probate Court to be held at Par », on the Probate Court to
third Tuesday of Jan A. D. 1904, at nine of the the third Tuesday of January, A. D. 1904, at V
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If of the clock In tbi forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.
they tee cause :
MARTHA H. FARRINGTOS, late of Kryeburg, deceased; will and |>eiltlon for probate
thereof pre»ented by William H: Hatch, the
executor therein named.

seven

"Only three?"
"Yes; I've only been married three

|

Π EN Κ Y F. RRICKETT, late of Andover,
deceased; petition that lllram D. Abbott or
soma other sult-tb'e person
be appointed as
administrator presented by Annie BrlckeU, a

sister.

RUFUS BRYANT, late of Hartford,decease·!;
petition for license to sell and convey η··Ι estate
presen ed by Frank H. Bryant, administrator.
SARAH A. JONES, late of Os font, deceased;
petition for license f> sell ami convey real estate
presented by James 8. Wright, attorney for the

administrators.

HARRIET E. CROCKER, late of Paris, deceased; final account presented for allowance by
Ueo. A.

Wilson, executor.

CLEMENTINE A. CUSUMAN. late of Paris,
CHARLES V. DAY, late of Hiram,
deceased ; petlt'on for order to distribute balance
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
remalolng In his hands presented by Ueorge
Donds as the law directs. AU persons having Clark, executor.
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
lealred to present the same for seulement, and
ADDISON B. HERRICK,
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make payJudge of said Court.
ment Immediately
Deo.

/

LLEWELLYN A.

lfith, 1908.
>

WORTH.

#

